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, Lawrence Wollersheim, declare:

. I am over the age of 18 years. I am a resident of

ate of Colorado. I have personal knowledge of the

s set forth herein, and if called upon as a witness I

testify competently thereto.

. I was an active member of Scientology from the

of 1968 — 1969 through 1979 — 1980..

. I am the plaintiff in the case of Kollersheim y.

Wof Scientology of California, Los Angeles Superior

Court

1986 I

amount

Appeal

$2,500

(1989)

4

to its

Distri

85-719

Scient

No. C 332027. After a four and one half month trial in

was awarded a judgment against Scientology in the

of $30,000,000.00. On appeal, the California Court of

upheld the judgment but reduced the damages awarded to

,000.00. Wollersheim v. Scientology, 260 Cal.Rptr. 331

, upheld by the United States Supreme Court. ,

. I have also been sued twice by Scientology pursuant
i

"fair game" policy, Scientology v. Wollersheim, US

ct Court for the Central District of California, No. CV

7 JMI (Bx), which was dismissed against me, and

ology v. Wollersheim, Los Angeles Superior Court No. BC U
nn1___

074815

pursua

5

"fair

leader

. I was awarded $135,000.00 in this frivolous lawsuit

nt to California's SLAPP Statute.

. Since 1979, I have been the target of the notorious
1
1
i-game" policy, originated by Scientology's founder and

L. Ron Hubbard. This policy calls for critics of i

i
1 I

i
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i Scientology, designated by the organization as "enemies" to be

5 tricked, cheated, sued and destroyed. This policy permits, in

4 fact urges, Scientologists to do virtually anything in the
5.

4__,_.I-uni

service of Scientology to attack its targeted enemy.

5 6. In 1993 I, with others, formed a non-profit

8 1
7| corporation, FACTNet, Inc., a cult abuse victims advocacy

organization that serves as a library and historical A

9 preservation archive which collects, preserves and makes

’ 10
I Ill‘

F 12
lI’>i

’ 3A l4|

P 15»
16}

I
17‘

1s @
19,
20 ~

i 21
i 122 ~

available to our library users.

7. In 1993 I asked Gerry Armstrong to be

A 23‘ of directors of FACTNet. I did this because he

| 24' to be an abuse victims advocate, and honest and

25‘
I

having stood up against Scientology's fair game

25 its formidable litigation machine for then over

27| I trusted him. Armstrong was never involved in

28¢
2

i

available information on groups and organizations which employ

sophisticated and dangerous techniques of mind control. For

more information on FACTNet, its goals and purposes, see one

of FACTNet's publication regarding its mission, history and

accomplishments appended hereto as Exhibit A. Because of my

experiences and knowledge of Scientology, because I have

continued to be its fair game target, and because it is widely

known as the largest and most psychologically dangerous of all

the organizations using advanced psychological coercion

practices, FACTNet has a large archive of information on

Scientology which it has collected, preserved and made

on the board

is known to me

courageous,

practices and

a decade, and

the management

5 /1

I
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531 or operations of FACTNet in any significant way or for any

:5! significant length of time. Later, because of the concern

4| that Scientology would mischaracterize Armstrong's

5 relationship with FACTNet, and use its mischaracterization in

6 legal attacks, he resigned his position on our board of

p 7 directors.

8 8. I also asked Armstrong to be involved with FACTNet

99 because he is a victim of Scientology's cult abuse and was,

11) and is, defending a case brought against him by Scientology to

13- silence him. I knew from having talked to Armstrong about his

113 pending case, and from reading many documents relating to that

15‘ case, and from my knowledge of.Armstrong's prior history and

14 legal involvement with Scientology, that Scientology was

15 seeking to use the courts to silence him and deny him his
I

15 Constitutional rights, including his freedom of religion and

17 I right and need to defend himself against fair game. I also
I

]i3 knew, from my own experience, study and communications with
I

19 ,Idozens of people affected, that the "settlement agreement"

Ex)‘ which Scientology was seeking to enforce was one of several

121‘ such "agreements," which, in my opinion, individually and

22 together constituted a massive obstruction of justice.

25' Armstrong, therefore, like any other Scientology victim, had aI
24. need for FACTNet to help him defend himself against that

25' organization, and its litigation and fair game machines.

26' FACTNet has assisted Armstrong, because he is a victim of

27‘ Scientology's abuse. We have assisted him with fund raising,

I
28
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2! obtaining legal help, spiritual support, and in telling the

3| world the story of the abuse of Gerry Armstrong.

4| 9. Appended hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct

5! copy of one of FACTNet‘s research publications entitled

6| "Scientology's Policies Toward Its Adversaries." This

7| document details Scientology's history of unclean hands and

8[ general bad faith in bringing actions such as this one.

9| Scientology has been involved in criminal acts against its

lol adversaries, and has used the court systems around the world
§ i

ll, to support these criminal activities, for decades. If these
‘ \

13 materials are fully read by the Judge and other decision-
1

15 makers in the current action, there will be no doubt about why
l

143 Scientology is trying to silence and crush Armstrong. Their

15] efforts to silence and crush him are to suppress critical

16. knowledge and counter-opinions about Scientology's nature and

17? activities, activities which threaten the public well—being

18* and safety. '

19‘ 10. The information that Armstrong brought with him out

3O|~1of Scientol0gY, that was made public for the first time

gli through his efforts, and became judicially credited during the

22 course of the first lawsuit Scientology brought against him,

23| has been essential to the understanding of Scientology's mind

24: control, fraud, and fair game activities. Armstrong

25‘ documented and exposed the real nature and history of L. Ron

26‘ Hubbard, his falsified credentials, vindictiveness and

27 aggressiveness toward anyone who opposed him, and his and his
I
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organization's victimization of countless people around the

world. Armstrong's material is used by government

investigations and by countless people around the world to

educate and counsel about Scientology and its actual

intentions, practices and dangers. Scientology wants to

silence and discredit Armstrong because his materials free

victims by giving them access to what they need to make

informed choices, and Scientology doesn't want its victims

free, but under its domination or shuddered into silence. It

is imperative, for free minds and a free society that

Scientology not be allowed to achieve its goal of suppression

of Armstrong's information.

11. I know that Scientology calls itself a religion,

claims that it is organized for only religious purposes,

claims that its activities are religious, and that all of its

writings on any subject with Scientol0QY; whether they be

about financial matters, physical health or how to wash a car;

whether they order using the courts to harass people, to

utterly ruin critics, and even the "fair game" policy itself,

are "religious scriptures."

12. It has come to my attention that Scientology is

seeking to have the court in the Armstrong case order the

removal or seizure of all materials in FACTNet's possession

which relate in any way to Scientology. The order Scientology

seeks reads: "within 20 days of the issuance of this Order,

i Armstrong shall: 1. Remove all information concerning
E .
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Scientology, the Church and/or any person or entity referred

to in paragraph 1 of the "Mutual Release of All Claims and

Settlement Agreement" of December, 1986 from any and all

databases, electronic or otherwise, within the possession,

custody or control of FACTNet." This proposed order that

Scientology is trying to push through court against Armstrong

is an effort to deceive the judge on the case so that s

Scientology can later use this overbroad order to harass, raid

and destroy a public library and historical preservation

archive. FACTNet‘s library and archive possess thousands upon

thousands of documents relating to Scientology and/or

Armstrong that have been or are legally in the public domain

and/or received from many other sources than Gerald Armstrong.

FACTNet possesses many of Scientology’s own writings that have

been or are legally in the public domain. A court—ordered

removal or seizure of these materials, which Scientology

itself always claims are "religious scriptures" would be

tantamount to seizing Holy Bibles or commentaries on the

Bible, in the possession of out—of-favor former members of a

Christian church. I

13. My 26 years of experience and my study of hundreds

of thousands of pages of evidence have brought me to the

unshakable conclusion that Scientology is the world's largest

secret neo—satanic "religion," with thousands of fanatical

members in hundreds of highly organized, centrally controlled

"churches" worldwide, using sophisticated mind control and

6
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I
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3 intelligence operations and employing hundreds of non"

3 Scientology lawyers and "private investigators" to carrY out

4 its goal of smashing all opposition to its mad and dangerous

SI plan for world domination. See "Scientology's P0110188 Toward

6 Its Adversaries," Exhibit B hereto.

7 I declare under the penalty of perjury under the laws of

5 colorado and California that the foregoing is true and

9 correct. E Fi10 Executed at h_, Jefferson

1995ll Countv. Colorado, this 24% day 0f -
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Fight Against Coercive Tactics Network, Incorporated

u nonprofit computer bulletin hozud and electronic library

In the United States alone an estimated 5,000
economic, political, and religious groups use tactics of

coercive mind control...p.@

“Only you have the right :0 control your mind"

806I"
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FACTNet ’S MISSION

FACTNet is an iiitcmational. nonprolit. educational. social justice organization that opposes human
rights abuse caused by coercive mind control. FACTNet seeks to promote dialog concerning diis issue.

. 3 . . . . _
much as Amnesty Intemational promotes dialog on issues ol human rights abuse caused by physical
COCYCIOD. _

I FACTNet provides a unique research. investigatory, and educational information clearinghouse on

coercive mind control tactics. It infonns the public how their lives are being negatively influenced by the
growing number of groups using these dangerous tactics. FACTNet brings advanced technology to the
struggle for social justice by delivering services through state of the an telecommunication and intonnation
management technologies.

Our mission is to educate. We provide inlomiation on coercive mind control from many sources and

perspectives. The individual decides the tnith.

HOW FACTNet ACCOMPLISHES ITS MISSION '

Information access is the proven solution to stop current abuse. help victims recover. and prevent

future abuse. Technology makes information available faster. more easily. more broadly, and at less

expense. This maximizes the "information solution."

FACTNet provides high technology information services to victims and their families. professionals.

govemments, the media. and other organizations. FACTNet provides numerous information services
including an electronic lending library. electronic mail and resource referral. electronic news transfer
services. and expert research consulting. [More Infonnation is available upon request about FACTNet‘ s
seven main purposes. guiding principles and diree-phase business plan.]

"1 (;»'.3ifi§;3%‘- 1 For a technical description of what constitutes coercive mind control, sec the FACTNet publication iided1; o',:;~.=~»'*'g*a . . . . . . ,Q1;-_:‘ "§*A-vim A Technical Overview of the Tactics ofPrograms of Cumulative Psychological Coercion.
ij"%§:-1,'}r;l_;@i§ 2 FACTNet is not associated with Amnesty International in any capacity.
'v‘?§.~!'!-‘T-c?‘»<'irr'ii .
if "Only you have the right to control your nilrirl"
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FACTNet’s HISTORY

FACTNet began as a nonprofit organization in June of I993. We have received our 501(c)(3) tax
exempt status from the IRS and established our corporate structure. We have purchased all necessary
insurances. filed appropriate trademarks. and run six months of limited user testing of the computer

telecommunications capabilities.

Our Board of Directors consists of Jon Atack. Lawrence Wollersheim. and Bob Penny -- all victims of
coercive mind control who, having successfully survived, are now dedicated to educating the public. Our
Board of Advisors includes Dr. Margaret Singer. Ph.D., Emeritus Professor of Psychology at UC. Berkeley;
Eugene H. Metlivin, Senior Editor, Reader's Digest; Andrew A. Sl-tolnick, M.S., Associate News Editor.

Journal of the American Medical Association; Edward Lottick. M.D.; Kent Burtner. M.Div.; and Ford
Greene. Esq.

During the first year. approximately $190,000 in cash and labor was invested to bring FACTNet's

services on-line.3 This time was spent in a testing phase. researching, developing, and debugging computer
and software technologies; training staff; and developing administrative work flow and security policies.

By the end of its first year, FACTNet had acquired computers and software sufficient to handle
approximately 5,400 information service calls per month. Our on-line searchable database contained
approximately 50,000 pages of text. Our archives of scanned pages contained approximately 1.8 gigabytes

of image files.

WHATWE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED SO FAR

While still in its non-public testing phase. FACTNet was able to provide information services to

several hundred victims of coercive mind control. assist a foreign government in its investigation of a group
using coercive mind control. and help, in significant part. to win four major litigation victories against one
of the world's largest abusers of coercive mind control.

For an organization that hasn’t yet gone public. FACTNet already has had a powerful effect on human

rights abusers. One destructive organization so fears FACTNet’s growth that it is refusing to pay a
multi-million dollar judgment to a former member in part, we believe, because it fears (correctly) that the
former member will make a substantial donation to FACTNet, the organization that played a key role in its
defeat.

3 This amount includes the cost of equipment purchased, databases created or acquired. income from services
rendered that were reinvested. loans, and the value of paid and volunteer labor and consultant services.

“Only you have the right to control your mind
Page 3
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With no more than word of mouth about FACTNet's unique electronic information services. FACTNet

has received numerous inforinatioii requests from leading media around the world. From l‘ACTNet's inedia

connections, several major media exposes about destructive orgaiiizations using coercive iinnd control are
in the works or already published. Recent examples include the Susse,r t)b.renwr. the Australizui Wmnrm Ir
Day, and the English Daily Mirror. [Ask for more complete references.]

FACTNet’s goals are supported by one of the world’sleading and most credible resources for research
on coercive mind control zuid the destructive orgiuiizations that use it. the American Fiunily Foundation
(AFF). The AFF is providing fourteen years of accumulated research and work to be scanned.
computerized, and made available through FACTNct’s telecoininunication services.

FACTNet’s goals are also supported by Graham E. Berry, of the Los Angeles law firm Lewis.

D'Arnato, Brisbois and Brisgaard, and by David J. Bardiii, of the Washington, D.C. law tirrn Arent Fox.

FACTNet already has the largest computerized library in the world on Scientology and has acquired a
substantial volume of materials on other destructive orgzuiizations using coercive iniiid control. These
additional materials are in the process of being scanned and computerized.

Our initial results only preview the tremendous social justice leveraging capabilities that will become

available as FACTNet’s information services become more widely known and used by the public.

OUR CURRENT NEED

FACTNet needs additional funding to handle the huge volume of service requests anticipated as

FACTNet expands its public outreach and connects to the lntemet — the "infonnation super highway" that
you are hearing so much about in the news. The Intemet now connects 20 million computers worldwide, is
growing at 10% ,and by the year 2000 is expected to connect one billion COlIipUlt3l'S.4

Resources are needed for several immediate purposes:

0 acquire additional computer and telecommunication equipment, software, phone lines, and an
Internet connection,

The additional equipment requirements are appropriate to what will quickly grow to 8,000-10.000
computer information and service request calls per month. This is anticipated when FACTNet links to
and becomes known on the Internet. to millions of other computer owners. and to users of other
computer networks.

4 Already there are many on-line news and discussion groups on the Internet that deal with coercive mind control
and the destructive organizations that use it. We have been told that just one of these, called
alt.rellglon.sclentology, has received 42,000 calls. This is just electronic mail, where callers can read and send
messages. FACTNet‘s searchable electronic libraries, plus electronic mail and other services, offer a powerful
and previously unavailable educational and networking resource.

“Only yon have the right to control your mind
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complete the computerization work on the 100,000-page American Family Foundation library
acquisition, -r '

It will take resources to bring the full AFF library on-line. This is one of the the world's leading iuid
most credible non-computerized resources for research on coercive mind control and the destructive
organizations that use it. Over 100 respected interdisciplinary professionals have contributed to the
AFF library over the past fourteen years.

The American Family Foundation’s scholarly journal, Cultlc Studies Journal, has published more thiui
125 articles on cults and psychological manipulation. Their review of press reports. The Cult
Observer, has reviewed more than 3,000 media reports during the past fourteen years. The AFF also
has other scholarly articles about cults and general information about more than 300 different cultic
groups that use coercive mind control.

The AFF library commands inunediate respect and credibility. FACTNet’s linkage with it will help
other organizations and individuals become fiuniliar with FACTNet’s services. This association
benefits AFF because their researchers in psychiatry, psychology, sociology, the media. iuid law, will
be able to do their own work in new and better ways (for example, on-line surveys and
questionnaires), tuid more effectively communicate their research and findings to each other zuid to the
public. _

From an outreach and credibility viewpoint. adding the AFF library to FACTNet’ s existing library
will markedly increase FACTNet’s appeal to a global public.

hire more staff and pay the volunteer staff who will be staying on to meet the public service
requests and to computerize the AFF library,

Paid staff will be needed to service the library and escalating servicelresearch requests.

begin outreach promotion of FACTNet’s services to those who need them but are unaware that
such rmources exist,

Organizations that use coercive mind control operate by restricting infonnation iuid creating phobias
about professional help. We have to very deliberately reach past those barriers and make more people
aware of our existence and capabilities. A more effective outreach will better position FACTNet to he
of service on a larger scale to victims and their support professionals.

and, set up a financially self-sustaining gift and revenue-creating program to help secure
FACTNet’s future while we develop service revenues.

Our budget forecasts service revenues from user subscriptions, downloads, fax-on-demand, database
research, and other sources. but this will not support us until we get all services on-line and widely
known. We need to create an ongoing gift program to remain financially secure for the three years it
is projected to take until our service revenues grow to a sufficient level. .

[Request a copy of our projected budget for full details on the projects listed above.)

“Only you have the right to control your mind
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WHAT YOUR SUPPORT WILL ACCOMPLISH

We will be able to deliver '24-hourlday, 7 dayslweek tclecoininuiiicatioii infoiination services to a

global lntemet and non-Internet public iuid make iui even tnore powerful difference.

Victims of destructive groups that use coercive mind control. or dieir families, can iininediatcly access
information to understand what has happened to diem, information on resource connections they need to
formulate a plan of action. and information for the challenging recovery process.

Mental health professionals and clergy can immediately access updated infonnation and resource
connections diey need to help victims and fzunilies, network zunong themselves, and obtain needed referrals.

Attorneys and govemment agencies can immediately access information and resource connections they
need to prosecute those individuals or groups who have broken the law or seriously damaged individuals.
Civil and criminal investigations ciui be researched inexpensively.

Journalists and educators can immediately access infonnation iuid resource connecuons they need to

expose abuses, forewarn the public, develop preventive educational programs and give accurate well
rounded descriptions of this area of human rights abuse.

Victim rights advocates and other zuiti-abuse organizations can irrunediately access infonnation and
resource connections they need to defend against the sometimes malicious legal and other harassments that

destructive groups using coercive mind control often use in an attempt to silence those they perceive as
opponents.

THE URGENCY OF THE PROBLEM

"Existing data now suffice to convince any reasonable person that the claims of harm done
by cults are bona fide. There are a good many people already dead or dying, ill or
malfunctioning, crippled or developing improperly as a result of their involvement in cults.
They are exploited; they are used and misused; their health suffers; they are made to
commit improprieties ranging from lying (‘heavenly deception’) to murder. Their lives are
being gobbled up by days, months, and years."5

* In the United States alone an estimated 5.000 economic, political, and religious groups use tactics of
coercive mind control to deceptively influence millions of victims.6 Almost everyone today knows

S Louis Jolyon West, M.D., professor and former head of Department of Neuropsychiatry at the University of
California in Los Angeles, "Persuasive Techniques in Contemporary Cults: A Public I-lealth Approach," Cultic
Studies Journal, volume 7, no. 2, 1990.

6 Dr. Margaret Thaler Singer, Emeritus Professor of Psychology, University of Califomia at Berkeley. Dr. Singer
studied approximately 3,500 victims of coercive mind control programs during her 40 years of research and writing.

“Only you have the right to control your mind"
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someone who has been the victim ol" one ol tltese destructive groups. They ruin tens ol lllOU5£llltlS oi“ lives

and take hundreds ol' millions of dollars from their victims. They have bought or extortcd tltutgerous

influence over our courts. tnass media. and other insututions.

The cause of this growing human rights problem today is twolold. First. intortnation about advances in
the technologies of coercive mind control is generally not known in our society, and sccottd. those who
exploit these technologies gain an invisible control advzuitage which is too profitable not to be exploited by
the unscrupulous.

The growing use of coercive mind control poses a very real danger lirst. to its immediate victims. and

also to our families, lives. lllltl civil liberties. Our most basic freedoms are invisibly thre_.atened by the
growing use of practices which restrict information and bypass the victim's awareness to obtain complitutce
through deceptivem processes of influence (as opposed to dialog, debate. or zuiy other appeals
to reason which are otherwise open, rational. and participatory).

History has taught us what can happen when coercive mind control prepares the ground for physical
coercion. Tactics of coercive mind control were used in the authoritarian environment of Nazi Germany.
Ruthless individuals like Hitler, Stalin. and Mao Tsc-lung were able to sway whole populations into
believing ideas and committing acts that ultimately led to the creation of concentration camps, Gulags, and
to the needless deaths of tens of millions of people. With the advantage gained over their members with the .

in technologies of coercive mind control, these groups were able to exercise a vastly disproportionate T

influence over the political, economic. and religious systems of their times.

Today we have even more advanced and subtle technologies. with symptoms such as Jonestown.
Waco. and Scientology.

Looking ahead to the future. already we see that groups using coercive mind control with political and
economic ambitions apparently forming well funded that create disinformation campaigns to
deny the existence of coercive mind control. and to harass and silence researchers and victim advocate
groups.

Many human rights advocacy groups are handicapped in dealing with this problem because they are
technology-poor and lack funding for qualified data processing and telecommunications staff. Victim
advocate groups, their lawyers. social science researchers. and others urgently need the technology
advantage to "level the playing field." Otherwise, they will be silenced. Their voices are needed if we are
to avoid continuing social and individual catastrophe.

-"“_ * . \
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WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU  

Even if you don‘t know a victim personally, all of us, and our fzunilies. have minds and freedoms that

cart be lost if this subtle and covert technology continues unchecked in the hands of the greedy and ruthless.
We all have a personal stake irt solving this challenge to our basic human rights because. like it or not. we
all have minds and we are all vulnerable. Please a clear and present danger and somehow
overcome the denial that Dr. Singer describes:

" . . . tnost citizens like to think that their own tninds and thought processes are invulnerable.
‘Other people can be manipulated but not me." they declare. People like to think that their opin-
ions, values. and ideas are inviolate and totally self regulated. They may admit grudgingly that
they are influenced slightly by advertising. Beyond that. they want to preserve the myth in which
other persons are weak minded and easily influenced, but they are strong minded. People cherish a
fantasy that manipulators confront, browbeat. and argue people into doing their bidding. They envi-
sion Big Brother coming in storm trooper boots. holding guns to their heads. and forcing persons
to change their beliefs. alter their personalities. and accept new ideologies. Orwell drew on the wis-
dom of the ages; most manipulation is subtle and covert. . . . This myth of invulnerability needs to
be examined over and over to prevent Orwell’s 1984 world from ever happening."

A fundamental principle of democratic society is the J effersonian concept that man is a rational animal.

and that if he or she is g11gwed_tQ__be_i;ati,Qn.al then our system will work. John Dewey said it this way: "The
human power to respond to reason and truth protects democracy." Coercive mind control works by
bypassing or undercutting rationality and informed free choice.

The growing use of coercive mind control poses an ultimate theft of our most important freedoms. It is

an invisible theft of one’s ability to think rationally, one’s free will, informed consent. and individual
conscience. Eventually if left unchecked. it will destroy or adversely affect all of our cherished freedoms.

Applied politically, coercive mind control is perhaps the greatest threat to democracy today. lt is

totalitarian in approach and antithetical to democracy. It may becotne our road to involuntary servitude and
high-tech slavery in the information age if we don’t do something now that is effective to infomt the public
and empower victim advocate groups.

FACTNet is the largest scale, most elfective, and most promising "information solution" to these

problems. It exists to help level the playing field. Its information technology leverages the efforts of
others and lmmedlatly benefits information distribution and resource networking for all victims and

victim advocate organizations.

Your help is needed now in the form of a gift or pledge, and in networking us to others who will
support our cause. Please give generously.

BBS: (303) 530 1942

601 Sixteenth Street IC-217 Fax: (303) 530-2950
="~'.r-tirifitfl ttriteracio 80401 U.S.A. Oififier (303) 473-011*
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SCIENTOLOGY'S POLICIES TOWARD ITS ADVERSARIES

"In addition to violating and abusing its own members‘ civil
rights, the organization over the years with its "fair game"
doctrine has harassed and abused those persons not in the church
whom it perceives as enemies."
-- L/l Superior court judge Paul Breckenridge in a June 1984 ruling in the Gerry /irmstrong case.
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SCIENTOI..OGY'S PUBLIC POSITION -

We hear the same well-rehearsed lines again and again from Scientology's executives.
Scientology's public relations people, Scientology's S200-$500 per hour attomeys, Scientology's
front groups and Scientology's undercover operatives. Once you recognize the pattem, you will be
well qualified to judge the truthfulness, the purpose, and the real or hidden affiliation and loyalty of
the person delivering these messages. Underlines are added for emphasis.

"A small lgroup of Scientologists ran amok in the l970's, the
church has since cleaned house."

"Current leaders admit (old leaders) wera_Qu§_Qf_QQhL;Ql."2

"We are a Qhanggd and hgg organization. The church is trying
to mend relations."

"The allegations of brainwashing, harassment, and other "fair
game" tactics that the civil plaintiffs cite today in tort
claims for intentional infliction of emotional distress--—and
the similar allegations in Behar's article --- are baseless
attacks on First Amendment protected religious practices."3

If The strident propaganda fostered by civil plaintiffs and
their counsel are repetitive time and time again on matters of
such ancient history as have no relevance to the present time."4

"...The church is being harassed with fictitious allegations
designed to extort money," growls Cooley, (one of their lead
attorneys,) who derides the propaganda of_plaintiffs.9

"Documents recently obtained from the IRS and the FBI seem to
vindicate some of the paranoia of the church leaders in the late
70's, apparently showing that the church was improperly targeted

1ThQusands of the most senior level Scientology executives and other security cleared
Scientologists world wide were involved in Guardian office covert operations. This was no small or
renegade group. It was completely in control. It ran and organized secret Scientology policy from
the to2p of the organization down. See rest of this appendix for full documentation.

From The American Lawyer article. "The Two Faces of Scientology," by William Home,
July\August 1992. Home's representations of Scientology's public positions may be all the more
accurate in light of the possibility that he may have an undisclosed relationship with Scientology.

3From The American Lawyer article, "The Two Faces of Scientology," by William Home.
.hny\Augustl992.

‘*From The American Lawyer article, "The Two Faces of Scientology," by William I-tome,
July\August 1992.

5Paru'cularly, see the Section on Scientology's Black propaganda training later in this
appendix. Quote from The American Lawyer article. "The Two Faces of Scientology." by William
Home, .luly\August 1992.

p.2
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by several government agencies for special investigations."

"Wollersheim had alleged that the church's fair game
harassment tactics and coercive religious practices, such as
auditing, exacerbated an "6

"But what is certain is what is symptomatic of the paranoia
displayed ... by most of the 65 lawyers, judges, and litigants
interviewed for this article... opposing (litigants) and counsel
see Scientology behind every untoward occurrence in their lives,
from near misses on the freeway to hangup phone calls..."

Any lie repeated often enough will be believed by someone. and that is the essence of
Scientology's propaganda. But let's look at the facts. Consider, as you read the following pages:

* Are these the type of activities meant to be protected under the special First
Amendment legal protections, privileges. and immunities given to legitimate non
profit, humanitarian, tax free, and charitable religious organizations?

* Are the actions described here being used to protect financial profit, and being
.< applied as strategic actions (sometimes lawsuits) to inhibit public participation in

the remedial purposes of the justice system and govemment, the very reason
behind the new SLAPP laws.7

1.ATTACK

,.~—».

2. OVERWHELM
3. Decrsrrrou
4. "FAIR GAME"
S. ATTACKTHE ENEMIES' PLANS

These are the five consistent themes that permeate all of Scientology's adversarial conduct.
They come directly from the writings of Scientology founder, L. Ron Hubbard, and are
embodied in official Scientology policy.

 

6From The American Lawyer article. "The Two Faces of Scientology,“ by William Home,
July\August 1992. Details on the "existing mental illness" story are covered fully later in this
appendix.

7SLAPP law, Code of Civil Procedure 425.16, went into effect January 1. 1993. SLAPP laws
are designed to protect people from actions which are part of an ongoing campaign to harass them
into submission and silence. to deter them from exercising their First Amendment rights of petition.
from exercising their First Amendment rights to speak freely on civic matters, particularly on
matters of grave and compelling danger to the public safety and well-being, and to deter them from
exercising their First Amendment rights of participating in and with govemment.

p.3
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1. ATTACK

"The purpose of a lawsuit is_to harass and discourage rather
than to win....Don't ever defend. Always attack. Find or
manufacture enough threat against them to cause them to sue for
peace. Originate a black PR camaign to destroy the person's
repute and to discredit them so thoroughly they will be
ostracized.8 Be alert to sue for slander at the slightest chance
so as to discourage the public presses from mentioning
Scientology."

"It is my specific intention that by the use of professional
PR [black PR] tactics any opposition not only be dulled but
permanently eradicated." From a confidential Board Policy 8
Letter of 30 may 1974 Handling Hostile Agents/Dead Agenting.

"Threat and mystery are the lot of intelligence." From HCO
Policy Letter of ll May 1971.

"The law can be used very easily to harass, and enough
harassment on somebody who is simply on the thin edge anyway,
will knowing that he is not authorized, will generally be
sufficient to cause his professional decease. If possible, of
course, ruin him.utterly.9"
From "A Manual on the Dissemination of Material" (1955) by L.
Ron Hubbard. i

In the U.S., the loser of a lawsuit does not pay the prevailing party's costs. A wealthy party can
delay, defeat, and discourage legitimate socially correctional lawsuits by "burying" the average
citizen in prohibitive legal costs. This destroys the balance and important purpose of our justice
system. Such legal brutality helps wealthy parties unfairly avoid potential convictions, liability,
and accountability. In the popular phrase, "You can have as much justice as you can buy."

This is especially harmful in situations involving malicious, oppressive, and outrageous
behavior where the individual or organization is wealthy. The costs of this new type of "legal"
brutality becomes just another normal or acceptable cost of "doing business as usual." A worst
case scenario occurs when the individual or organization is wealthy AND is tmfairly and
illegitimately abusing the special First Amendment legal protections, privileges, and immunities
given to legitimate non profit, humanitarian, tax free, and charitable religious organizations.

8"lhese tactics are reminiscent of a basic Nazi propaganda principle. If a lie is big enough,
told loudly and often enough, most will believe it.

9 From my experience, the intensity of activities directed against Scientology's adversaries
varies according to the level of importance or legal damage that adversary represents. Critical court
decisions or other government investigations, or media attention, also tend to increase activity --
which compliments the target in a paradoxical way, suggesting that they are working on something
important and are doing something effective.

p.4
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"NEVER agree to an investigation of Scientology. ONLY agree to
investigate the attackers....This is the correct procedure: (l)
Spot who is attacking us. (2) Start investigating them for
FELONIES or worse, using our own professionals,l not outside
agencies. (3) Double curve our reply by saying we welcome an
investigation of them. (4) Start feeding lurid, blood, sex,
crime actual evidence on the attackers to the press....Don‘t
ever submit tamely to an investigation of us. Make it rough on
the attackers all the way....You can get "reasonable about it"
and lose .... so BANISH all ideas that any fair hearing is
intended and start our attack with their first breath. Never
wait. Never talk about us —— only them. Use their blood, sex,
crime to get headlines. Don't use us." From HCO policy letter of
25 Feb. 1966, "Attacks on Scientology."

Scientology has put these and its famous "fair game" policies into action throughout its history,
up to the present day, to remove any obstacles to its interests.

1; i i i_ I 1 i ii

y "An enemy, "[they] may be deprived of property or injured by
any means by any Scientologist without any discipline of the

Scientologist...may be tricked, sued, lied to, or destroyed."11 ,

y From HCO policy letter of 18 October 1967, by L. Ron Hubbard, M
tiknown as the "Fair Game Policy." ,
.. l
H‘ 1 i  i i I 1 i _ I l $1 l I i i

 

10Tnis was done by "ordained ministers" of Scientology.

- Scientology often states the policy was canceled in the 70's. That is another falsehood. An
IRS quote on a Scientology disclaimer has application here. “Here, despite its written
disclaimer, petitioner has clearly manifested its adoption of the policy letters in the OEC,
(Organizational Executive Course), by its conduct." Most importantly, the Fair Game doctrine
is a spotlight illuminating the mind and character of Scientology's alter ego, founder, L. Ron
Hubbard.

p.5
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]-

- RACKET EXPOSED

PETER GOODWIN
JIM STATHIS
POLLY STATHIS
PETER KNIGHT
MRS. KNIGHT
NORA GOODWIN
RON FROST
MARGARET FROST
NINA COLLINGWOOD
FREDA GAIMAN
FRANK HANLEY
MARY ANN TAYLOR
GEORGE WATERIDGE

are hereby declared Suppressive Persons for pretending to have and
distribute forged and altered "Upper Level Materials" which were of a
Reccords nature and not for distribution.

’ All Certificates and Awards are canceled.

l.Having stolen or illegally procured these dangerous materials (at
the instigation of a Psychiatrist) these persons did plot to misuse
them to cause Insanity and Death.

2.False report for money that they would furnish the real materials.

3—They are declared Enemies of mankind, the planet and all life.

4.They are fair game.

5.No amnesty may ever cover them.

6.If they ever come to a Qual Division they are to be run on reverse
processes.

'7.Any Sea Organization member contacting any of them is to use Auditing
Process R2— 45.13

8.The Criminals Prosecution Bureau is to find any and all . . . . . . . ..
crimes in their pasts and have them brought to court and prison.

The Public Distributions of False or Forbidden Or Dangerous Data is a
Suppressive Act and a High Crime. _

L. Ron Hubbard, Founder

-As much as was possible, all of these evidences has been preserved in their original format
including spelling and grammar errors. Illustrations could not be be retained in this text format, but
where illustrations were present they are described in parenthesis.

13A Scientology process where an individual is to be shot with a 45-caliber pistol.

p.6
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The danger of the "Fair Game" policy is obvious. and the compassionlessness it produces

i toward its intended victims is highlighted an HCO policy letter of 25 December 1965. Tl1iS i8 in
many ways similar to what was said about the Jews in Nazi Germany to promote violence against
them.

"A suppressive person becomes fair game. By fair game is meant
may not be further protected by the codes and disciplines of
Scientology...They cannot be granted the rights and beingness
ordinarily accorded rational beings and so place themselves
beyond any consideration for their feelings or well being...The
homes, property, places, abodes of persons who have been active
in attempting to suppress Scientology are all beyond the
protection of Scientology ethics."

These policies have been continually used to frame, smear. or attempt to intimidate or blackmail
i "suppressive persons." Judges who have ruled against Scientology's position are an excellent

example. These include:

Judge Jones. Oregon. 1981
’ Judge Graae, U.S.D.C., 1976

Judge Brown, Cal. Sup. Ct., 1976
Judge Krentzman, U.S.D.C., Florida, 1976
Justice K. Skelly Wright, D.C.. 1974
Judge Ritchey, o.c.o.c. 1919.14
Scientology's attempts to harrass and discredit these men. and others, are described in two

newspaper articles. "Prior Sect Try at Judge Reported," and "Scientology’s War Against Judges“
later in this appendix. The source of such conduct is indicated by the following "document #8592"

| which shows the thinking of those who executed Scientology's attacks on judges.

I
t
)

J

, 14Frorn "Scientology's War Against Judges" The American Lawyer 1980 and "Prior Sect Try
At Judge Reported," The Clear-water Sun January 24, 1984. Copies are included with this
appendix. Scientology spent over $200,000 trying to set up one of the judges.

p.7
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCHJ

Document #8592 consists of several pages ofactual Scientology training
drills on ways to discredit/smear opponents. On this page, the targets are a
government employee, a psychiatrist, a newspaper executive and a Catholic
bishop.

Drill :

Recognizing basic effectiveness of plans. Take into account
effectiveness, security, legality, workability, etc. when making
your decisions. Chose which basic plan is best.

a. General scene: person to restrain/remove, Mr. Jones,
employee in local govt. agency attacking the Org.

1. Order hundreds of dollars worth of liquor in Jones's name
and have it delivered to his home to cause him trouble and make
the liquor store owner dislike him.

2. Call up Jones's boss and accuse Jones of being a homosexual.
3. Send Jones's boss evidence of Jones accepting bribes on his

job, with copies to, police and local FBI.

» b. General scene: a psychiatrist who has instigated
attacks on the org via police and press.

l. Expose his Nazi background to the press with evidence that
he still attends local Nazi meetings.

2. Wake him up every night by calling him on the phone and
threatening him.

3. Send an FSM in to be a patient of his for a year to disperse
the psych during sessions.

c. General scene: a newspaper executive Clyde McDonald
who's behind local attacks.

1. poison him while he's asleep so he'll never start another
attack.

2. Make known to the paper's owner that McDonald is responsible
for the paper's decreasing advertising revenues.

3. Spread a rumor around to the paper's employees
is a communist.

4. Put itching powder in McDonald's clothes so he'll scratch
himself all day, thus preventing him from writing a story.

McDonaldFf LT D) F!

d: General scene: a grammar school teacher who got an
applied scholastics grant canceled and is continuing to cause
trouble for ASI in other schools.

l. Cleverly kidnap her and run reverse processes on her while
implanting the phrase, "I will never attack ASI again, I love
ASI."

2. Get copies of the court records where she was found guilty
of child molesting and send a copy to the school principal, board
of education, and a few school children's parents.

3. Send a male FSM in on her who, after she falls in love with
him, will get her to move out of the country with him.

4. Pay ten of her students to write dirty phrases about her on
the schoolroom blackboard.

e. General scene: a local Catholic bishop is causing many
local attacks on the org.

1. Send several FSMs over to the Catholic church to swear at
him in confessionals.

2. Connect him up to abortion and/or pornographic activities.
3. Write the Pope an anonymous letter stating that the bishop

p.8
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is really a rabbi under cover. _ _ _
4. Spread a rumor around town that he's against air pollution

f. Mock up 5 similar examples as above on your own, noting
the correct answer.

I
\

I
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2. Overwhelm

F "In the face of danger from the Govts or courts there
are two errors one can make: (a) do nothing and (b)
defend. The right things to do with any threat are to (1)
Find out if we want to play the offered game or not, (2)
If not to derail the offered game with a feint or attack
upon the most vulnerable point which can be disclosed in
the enemy ranks, (3) Make enough threat or clamor to cause
the enemy to quail, (4) Don't try to get any money out of
it, (5) Make every attack on us also sell Scientology and
(6) Win. If attacked on some vulnerable point by anyone or
anything or any organization, always find or manufacture
enough threat against them to cause them to sue for peace.
Peace is bought with an exchange of advantage, so make the
advantage and then settle. Don't ever defend. Always
attack. Don't ever do nothing. Unexpected attacks in the
rear of the enemy's front ranks work best...." _

, "The goal of the department [of government affairs] is
to bring the government and hostile philosophies or
societies into a state of complete compliance with the
goals of Scientology.l5 This is done by a high level
ability to control and in its absence by a low level
ability to OVERWHELM. Introvert such agencies. Control
such agencies...."

"The purpose of the legal officer is to help LRH [i.e.,
L Ron Hubbard] handle every legal, government, suit,
accounting and tax contact or action for the organization
and by himself or employed representative, to protect the
organization and its people from harm and to bring the
greatest possible confusion and loss to its enemies."16

/1. (ll 808@

The three preceding paragraphs are quoted from Scientology secret policy discovered in
COST v. U.S., November 22, 1989. Emphasis added.

It is apparent that anyone critical of Scientology is treated as an "enemy." But more
specifically, as reflected in their conduct, just who are the "Enernies of Scientology?"

15 These goals will be clarified in a few pages.

l6Paragraphs 2 and 3 from Vol. 7 Scientology's OEC entitled Executive Division.

p. 10
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZEDIFBI SEARCH.] I

THE ENEMIES OF SCIENTOLOGY

...The names and connections, at this time, of the
bitterly opposing enemy are

1. Psychiatry and psychology (not medicine).

2. The heads of news media who are also directors of
psychiatric front groups.

3. A few key political figures in the fields of "mental
health" and education.

4. A decline of monetary stability caused by the current
planning of bankers who are also directors of psychiatric
front organizations would make us unable to function.

5. The cold war is being fought on home ground and has
an apparent target of degrading western society to a point
where we are finding it difficult to operate, a degraded
society can be swallowed up easily by any enemy.I

6. The public is somewhat sympathetic already but in a
democracy trials are by public opinion. To win all the
way, the bulk of public opinion must be at the level of
love us —— hate the enemy.

7. Many groups exist with similar aims. They need
organizing and uniting...

p.11
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

DG Infos &
DAG Tnfos

CONFIDENTIAL

RE; TNEQEMETTQN Enpran smamrsmrfs

As the above has been the subject of much misinterpretation and

misunderstanding the following is issued to clarify the
definitions of Connection and Incident. &

CONNECTION

A Connection is:

A. ‘Any person or group in close connection to a subject under

investigation relevant to the subject's environment in
P.T. or at any point in the past (see below),

and

B. Any link, familial, social, economic or professional found

between a person of interest to Intelligence or under
investigation and any established enemies, potential
enemies, the seven areas or key members of the seven

areas.

The seven areas being:

l. Press and Media

2. Intelligence

3. Psychiatric and Mental Health Groups

4. Professional Medical Associations

5.' Financiers, Banking

6. Public Relations Groups

7. Drug Firms and Associations..

p12
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HOW SCIENTOLOGY APPLIES ITS ADVERSARIAL STRATEGY y

During my 10 years experience inside Scientology. one of their top intelligence operatives
summarized the essence of their intelligence strategy for the Qlrurclrggoi S_Qien[9l,o_gy‘s lQl£L'.'.Art_.0[
W;1r,"~ unconditional victory over any adversary:

1. Destroy any and every type of personal or financial resource the adversary could use to
suppon their attack efforts. I

2. Completely isolate the target. Isolate. destroy or "dead agent" any and every ally or
alliance of the adversary, which could be of any type of support personal. familial,
financial, professional. etc.

3. Destroy the adversary's reputation with black PR or dis-information 18 and

4. Destroy their emotional and psychological sanity and ability to continue by constant
hammen'hg.19

5. Then keep doing l-4. not just until the attack is stopped, but ideally until you have insured
1114 advwint will n_ev<;r_trav¢ any

17A book of military and espionage strategy by Sun Tzu used as a basic training manual in
most international intelligence agencies.

18 Using Scientology's intelligence procedures, enemies would either be broken down or
S accept Scientology's terms for silence or inaction.

19Again, it is interesting to note these tactics contain many of the coercive persuasion basics
used on POWS, but in this case applied in free society on a non-imprisoned target.

p. l3
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3. DECEPTION

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE OF WAR IS DECEPTION, according to “The Art of
War," a handbook of military and espionage strategy used in Scientology training. So in looking at
Scientology’s conduct against supposed "enemies," don't be surprised to find a continuous
underlying pattem of deception.

4. "FAIR GAME"
has already been referenced above, and

5. ATTACK THE EMEMIES' PLANS "
will be described in detail under a discussion of “covert operations."

This overview has familiarized the reader with the overall nature of Scientology's adversarial
strategy. We will now proceed into specific detail and documentation of the methods by which
these strategies are implemented.

p. I4
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The following is a partial list of key individualszo who have had first hand experience dealing
with Scientology's,negyigerphanging in-and-opt;9f-gotrrtadyegrsztrisal wlisscy as described in this
appendix.

Judge Breckenridge, LA Superior Coun
Judge Robert Jones, Portland Oregon
Judge Steffan Graae, U.S.D.C.
Judge Brown, Cal. Sup. Ct.
Judge Krentzman, U.S.D.C., Florida
Justice K. Skelly Wright, D.C.
Judge Ritchey, D.C.D.C.
Los Angeles Federal Judge James Ideman
Los Angeles Federal Special master [judge ] James Kolts
Los Angeles Federal Judge Spencer Letts

Former LA District Attomey Raymond Baunoon
Fonner D.C. Federal Criminal Prosecutor Joseph E. Di Genova
City Attomey's for Clearwater Florida M.A. Goldbrath and James T. Russell

-_ Former opposing attorneys:
Michael Flynn of Boston
Gary McMurray of Portland
Joe Yanni of Los Angeles
Charles O‘RieIly of Los Angeles
Ford Green of San-Francisco
John Contas of Los Angeles
Lawrence Levi of Los Angeles.

Zollris is by no means a complete list. The story of Judge Swearinger, recently deceased, who
presided over the Wollersheim trial, is covered in more detail in this appendix. Many hundreds,

“possibly thousands. of fonner members could add their verification stories to this list were they not
ntimidated into silence by Scientology's tactics. Some individuals have sigred non-disclosure
agreements with Scientology as pan of part of Scientology's cash settlements with them, i.e.
Michael Flynn, Paulette Cooper, etc.

' p.15
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or DETAIL - PART ONE I A

DOCUMENTATION OF SCIENTOLOGY‘S ADVERSARIAL TACTICS

COVERT OPERATIONS

"You can be merciless whenever your will is crossed
' and you have the right to be merciless."21

These pages will justify and explain the use, in these documents, of such words as
"fanaticism" and the other strong language, describing Scientology's origin, nature, actions,
and results.

¢

The adversarial tactics of Scientology fall into three main types:

l) Covert intelligence operations carried on at a professional level of sophistication near-
corrtprable to a national security agency operation,

2) A new kind of outrageous courtroom tactics called "legal brutality," and

3) Overt operations that could include propaganda programs and other oven attacks. Oven
operations such as the "legal brutality" programs often are based on a linkage to related

— covert operations.

COVERT OPERATIONS

The following is a list of Scientology's covert operations practices, many discovered by the
FBI during an authorized search of Scientology's headquarters.” This material helps us
understand the close relation between Scientology's vicious policies and its malicious actions.

Covert intelligence operations cover the following general areas:

1) Electronic eavesdropping and bugging.
2) The creation of false identification and documents to aid in eoven operations.
3) The infiltration of organizations that are enemies of Scientology by obtaining jobs ttnder

false pretenses or identification.
4) Impersonating a reporter to gain access as an operative and gain or plant information for

Scientology. ,

21L. Ron Hubbard, writing to himself in a notebook that would surface later in LA Superior
Court in the Armstrong case.

_ 22Any reader of this document who has additional evidence ands information concerning
Scientology’s ongoing activities toward its adversaries is asked to forward details in writing to
Lawrence Wollersheim P.O.Box 10910, Aspen Co. 81612.

p. l6
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5) Breaking and entering into the attorney offices of a critic or enemy.

6) Forced detention of an enemy or critic.

7) Staging a fake hit and run auto accident involving a pedesuian

8) Circulating false black PR stories.

9) Framing critics for lewd sexual conduct. '

10) Framing a critic as being connected to organized crime.

ll) Burglary and theft.

12) Attempting to get a person incarcerated in a mental institution.
13) Impersonating a person to frame or discredit them.

14) Sending bomb threats anchor framing someone else for it.

I5) Confidential materials, disclosures, or confessions given to Scientology by members are
routinely used to blackmail, silence, or intimidate that individual if that individual should
leave Scientology and becomes critical of Scientology.

16) lnliltrate the coun system to alter and steal documents and files before, during or after
coun rulings.

17 Possible Scientology involvement in conspiracies to commit murder or commit assaults

1.) Electronic eavesdropping and bugging. The FBI discovered that Scientology's
intelligence operatives bugged IRS meetings where the cult's tax status was discussed. They
discovered Scientology had detailed training manuals on exactly how to train its operatives to
do this. -

2.) The creation of false identification and documents to aid in coven operations. The
FBI discovered that Scientology's intelligence operatives had made false IRS and Treasury
depanment ID's to gain access to Scientology files kept in those agencies. Operatives nonnally
do not just gather information but also remove information of evidence or plant false
information designed to misdirect or t'ncrt'mr'nate the target. Scientology's intelligence
operation can create or alter documents to manufacture false identification, false evidence, and
false histories for itself and others.

This false history practice is known in Scientology as doing a “history rewrite" by creating
or altering documents to suppon Scientology's new version of reality. History rewrites are
most often performed on fonner members who file suits against Scientology or cooperate with
the govemment.

Couns and agencies concemed to protect society or victims of Scientology need to realize
that they may be dealing with a professional intelligence agency. Appropriate security
precautions must always be taken. All documents which Scientology submits must be verified
in minute detail. One must always be wary that supposedly secure court files and evidence or
your own intemal files have been corrupted or altered by Scientology's operatives, moles, and
double-agents.

p. 17
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"ln my opinion the church has one of the most effective intelligence -
operations in the U.S. rivaling even that of the F.B.I." From Ted Gunderson
a former head of the F.B.l‘s Los Angeles office, quoted in the TIME
Magazine cover story of May 6, 1991. '

Remember that in 1979, nine QI Spietitolqgyls toolworld e_2tQt;_tttivQ$ pleaded guilty to
c51cn§iv§ Qjjrglgjgg, fgryeries, "igr1t1;;,_1;gQg," "Qp§;gt;1;'Qn Qt justice," and other crimes caged

Q0.Federal..erear;ter in¢lucline_the_Det2t of lu§tie<;._Thc..Deet.-.0.f,,De.fe1"ue
S .

If one realizes that Scientology nms a world class intelligence agency devoted to
intimidating dissent, with a deep-pockets budget and that this agency does what every major
intelligence agency does -- they would have an appropriate perspective. The following
documents will shed more light on thesophistication of the Scientology intelligence machine. it

-See United States v. L. Ron Hubbard et al., Crim. No. 78-401, D.C.D.C. (1979).

p. 18
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, ,EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCI-1.] p_ 17 oer 71
INT HATTING:
IHE_SIRlKE

A strike is the action of gathering information on a covert
basis. _It is performed by one or more agents (persons doing the
strike), who are intentionally aiming at a target (the desired
info, or the person who has the target info, etc.).

It is assumed that the individual is hatted as an INT agent.
The strike is done in 12 steps, and each step follows

consecutively (thus, step 2 should not be begun until step 1 is
completed, and any new observation pertaining to an earlier step
during the doingness of a la*'er step requires reevaluation of
the interim steps and verification of all the data acquired in

| the process).
The amount of time spent on a step and the amount of info

needed for a respective step to be completed depends upon the
target. The objective is to get all of the target info, by

' whatever means is necessary. For example, if the target is
well-known and readily accessible to the agent (s), the strike
may be achieved very quickly. On the other hand, if the agent
(s) knows very little about the target, has no current access to
the target, and the target is a large quantity of data, it may

I xytake extensive research, planning, and on—target observation to
' degin the actual strike.

I The quantity of knowledge needed to complete each step is
relative to the circumstances of the target.

' THE STEPS or STRIKING
ll Beeei1e_tha_asaicnmenf_ro_srrike- This usually Comes in

the form of an order from the agent's senior. The senior may
either officially order or unofficially suggest the strike,
either way, the idea is given to the agent that the info must be
covertly gathered from some source.

2) Take ownership of the job. Here the individual determines
that he is going to be the one to do the strike.

I 3) 1dentifiy_Lhe_Larget. This may be knowing the name of a
person or group on whom info must be covertly gathered, or it

I may be knowing the specific location of the piece of wanted
data, or simply being told to "see what they are up to." Either

' way, the purpose here is to have a starting basis for the
strike.

4) £arher_info_en_rhe_rareer_araa (the location of the
I. target) for the purpose of striking. This includes any info

that would be pertinent to striking. Info is pertinent to
striking if it helps the agent to locate (pin—point) the
specific target, gain access to the target area and the target,

I learn the routines of the target area, or anything else that
e~would help to put the agent in control of the target during the

strike itself.
[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCIL]

INT cnco -2- 17 ocr 71
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5) DeLermine_LhelmQsr_en1imum_meanala1ailahle_for_saininQ
acceiiuto the target area, on the basis of the info now known
about it. This includes having a cover. »

A cover is the pretense the agent assumes to make the strike
possible. It includes anything that protects the agent from
exposure as the agent of the strike (e.g., assuming the cover of
a newspaper man who wants to write an article on Scientology,
with the objective of having the target group provide the agent
with info on its activities as regards Scientology, but not know
that this info will be used by Scientology itself). The most
optimum cover is one that excludes the agent from any suspicion
by the target. In some instances this would include wearing
squeakless shoes, and carrying a large purse or attaché at all
times so that the one time the agent is carrying target info in
the purse or attaché, he is not questioned about its contents.

61 Gain_aeeess_re_rhe_farnet_area- This may include
obtaining full—time employment from the target if the target is
an organization, or simply contacting a person on a friendly
basis so that the agent can gain access to personal files kept
at home, or any other means that provides access to the target
and a time span of access to the target that will allow the
agent to gather all of the info that is wanted.

It is possible that the access to the data will require
repeated strikes -— and thus, long—term procedures (e.g., full-
time employment would allow long—term procedures and repeated
strikes if the target were an organization).

This step may also be called penetration.
7) Qiregt]y Qhaerye the target area for verification of the

knowledge gained in the preceding steps and continue to gather
new data that would be pertinent to striking. This includes
determining the actual security measures used by the target area
to keep the target safe. (e.g., guards making security rounds,
locked cabinets, maintenance personnel after working hours,
closed circuit TV cameras, alarm systems, etc.).

Three tools that are available to the agent (and have been
tested and proved valuable in actual strike activity that
required very strict security) include: _

— SECURITY RULE OF THREE: If the agent observes an activity in
the target area occurring three separate times under identical
or similar conditions within a given period of time (usually one
week), he can use these observations in planning his striking
activity.

One always observes for current and usual (predictable)
activities in the target area, and accessible exits from the
target area for "quick-get—away."
~ SECURITY RADIUS: a distance around the target that can be
postulated as creating a safe condition for strike activity.
The radius may be used to listen for persons coming near the
target area during strike—preparation and actual strike ‘
activity. (e.g., if the strike requires that no one know that
the agent has been in the target area, the agent should be able
to hear someone enter his security radius and quickly leave the

r120
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-arget area without being seen or heard by the intruder and
without leaving evidence of his presence). ,
— If the target is extensive written material, it may be most
optimum to have a separate location from the target area for
reading and Xeroxing or transcribing the data —— this is called
a SAFE READING PLACE. If this is needed for strike activity, it
should be determined during step 7 of striking procedures.

The final aspect of step 7 is evaluation of all data obtained
upon direct observation of the target area and re-evaluation of
the data learned in the preceding six steps in light of the
direct observation data.

8) DBI2ImiD2_DQH_LQ_55i3l1_Q3L_LD3_Lfl1QfiL_iDiQImfiLiQD_iIQm
 .( This would
include making sure that the agent's cover is adequately planned
(e.g., the big purse, etc.)

9) Elan the aetinna, step by step, that gill be necessary in
_dQing_tne_at;ike. For instance, it may be found that the most
optimum time to strike is between 12:30 PM and 12:55 PM. Thus
the agent would plan to arrive at the target area at 12:31 PM:
if the target area is safe (no persons present), he would then
proceed to perform the strike, always listening to his security
radius for intruders; he would proceed with operations until
12:50 PM, making sure that he is out of the target area by 12:52

PPM. This plan might include hitting the target, getting the
i info Xeroxed in the safe reading place, and returning the target

info to its original location by 12:50 PM.
This step includes preparation for any unusual circumstances

that might arise and how they would best be handled. For
instance, if someone entered the security radius of the above
situation at 12:40 PM, would the agent leave the area
immediately or wait for the person to leave the security radius?

The purpose of step 9 is to make sure that the agent has
enough knowledge to perform the strike safely, accurately, and
thoroughly.

10) .begin either e
pretend dry-run of the strike (to check for unknowns and remedy
them immediately) or do the actual strike, depending on the -
circumstances of the entire situation.

The following is an example. It was actually done by an agent
in both dry-run and actual strike procedures at a national
organization's headquarters. The agent was a full-time employee
of the group, and worked on a different floor from the one where
the target info was located. The agent had to maintain a
totally safe operating condition during strike procedures (i.e.,
It was predetermined that anyone within the security radius was
dangerous to the agent and warranted stopping strike activity
immediately, and that the les s . Lime spent in the Large: arca Lhc more safe Lhe

cnpcmting condition):

a -agent went to the target area —- no one else was present -
— proceeded.

p.21
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b —agent found target file. '
c —agent stood near target file -— the label appeared to

indicate this file was the target. Agent determined a
safe radius for future activity and listened for the usual
sounds —— a through c were safe, proceeded.

d -agent checked file contents, always listening to the
security radius. Still safe, so agent proceeded.

e- file contents appeared to be wanted, could agent pull them
‘ to take to the safe reading place? Yes. Agent proceeded.

f —Agent took file to safe reading place, going by the
(predetermined) quickest route, agent observed security
radius at all times. A

g— target data was exactly what was wanted. Agent Xeroxed
data and then hid Xeroxes in a place that was safe while
the agent was returning the target materials. This 1
included the possibility that the agent would not be able
to return to the hiding place for quite a while and a
place that would not indicate that the Xeroxes belonged to
the agent if another person found them.

h —agent returned to target area, repeating steps a through
c, then put file back exactly where it was found
(continually observing the security radius).

i —agent took target data (Xeroxes) out of the building
without being suspected. This required wearing a cape
under which the Xeroxed data was hidden in a large purse
and being friendly with the night guard.

j -Agent took evidence and written report of all strike—
related activities to agent's senior within 3 hours after
strike occurred.

ll) Get info to the person who wants it, by the safest and
quickest route.

12) Report all strike—related actions in a written report.
It should be noted here that written progress reports (most

optimum) and verbal reports may be given to the agent's senior
at any time during the strike procedures. Any report should be
written with the objective of informing the senior of the
progress done to date and/or reporting any change in agent-like
or strike-related activities. A report never serves the purpose
of asking the agent's senior to handle the agent's problems.

F SUMMARY AND COMMENTS

As stressed before, the individual circumstances of the target
) and the agent determine the extensiveness of the work done in

each of the 12 steps and the time it takes to achieve the
g Strike. '

If the agent is required to return to the target area on
several occasions to get the target info, he should always be
observant of new developments and handle each new development as

| it arises. This may mean simply making a small adjustment in
the plan of striking or it may mean a total halt of all agent-
like activity until the agent is safely able to continue with
the preparation steps and doingness of the strike. (As when the
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fiarget begins to suspect the agent's activities and tries to
protect itself from a strike). 1 1

Certain striking activities require more security than others.
The agent must determine the degree of security he must
maintain, as it is relative to his individual situation, in
order to achieve the strike.

Whether a strike takes 15 minutes to prepare for or 15 months,
the key to the whole game is observing what is really there, not
what you were told should be there; and working on the basis of
what you knnwe

END OF REPORT

Kathy Gregg
INT CH COMM
INTCHGO

I
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3.) The intrltrannn Qf Qrggizatinns that are enemies of Scientology by obtaining jobs under
false pretenses or identification. The FBI discovered that Scientology's intelligence operatives
regularly did this to obtain information and nrn covert operations on the targeted organization.

From personal experience inside Scientology for ten years I can unequivocally state that
Scientology's thought reform programs have as one of their goals the turning of members into
coven operatives for Scientology.24 Members soon leamed it was a great honor to be in the
intelligence division of Scientology or be asked by its members to assist them with some covert
operation against a Scientology enemy. While in Scientology, and now from the outside, I have
seen this process at work time and time again.

Since detailed personal histories are assembled on everyone who enters Scientology,
Scientology's intelligence division can access moles25 who don't even know they are moles yet---
the perfect deep cover intelligence mole. Scientology recruits its members from every walk of life,
the police deparunent, the government, the phone company, the military, the court system, etc. If
these members have been through enough of Scientology's thought reform programs, and if they
have access to something Scientology needs, they will be asked and recruited to use their positions,
computers, or authorities to covertly provide whatever they are asked by Scientology's intelligence
division.

The LA Superior Court and other court systems are particularly vulnerable to this infiltration
by paid operatives who obtain jobs under false pretenses or who are recruited into Scientology
after they are legitimately working in the court system. This infiltration factor does not even
include the susceptibility of underpaid government workers to Scientology's other inducements to
compel someone to do something for them.

'Il1e fanaticism of the Scientology's professional intelligence and coven operation machine
presents problems that the normal security procedures of the justice system are ill prepared to deal
with. As I found out the hard way during my trial, one can not assume that the evidence put into
submission with the court, or the transcripts, will be there or unaltered when they arc called for
again. Never assume that false information has not been planted into supposedly protected court
files after the fact.

There is now reason to believe that Scientology's secret infiltrations have spread and become
more sophisticated. It is believed that Scientology operatives have infiltrated the ethics and
governing boards of their major adversaries. the American Medical Association, the American
Psychological Association, the American Psychiatric Association, the American Sociological
Association, as well as the ethics and governing boards of the bar and judicial organizations in
areas where they have frequent and important lawsuits. O

It would not be unreasonable to suppose that Scientology's infarnous "Snow White" operation
(the master operation discovered by the FBI which sent Scientology’s top executives to jail) was

24Also see appendix sections “Scientology‘s Actions Toward its Adversaries" and "Coercive
Persuasion and Scientology".

35lntt-zlligence terminology for a deep cover operative who exists within a organization and
remains inactive possibly even for years until they are needed and then activated. Deep cover moles
are very difficult to detect because they have behaved like loyal members of the organization,
possibly for years.

p. 24
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still in active operation. Its goal was (or is) to infiltrate all levels of over 100 branches of the U.S.
Government that could hann or interfere with Scientology's growth.

Further reason to protect our institutions against Scientology infiltration comes from another
type of strategy that Scientology repeatedly has applied to its adversaries and which pemteates
Scientology's operations. This strategy also comes from the bible of Scientology's intelligence
division, "The Art of War."26 In paraphrase:

Never attack the enemy's army -- particularly cities or fortifications -- if
there is any way of avoiding it. The acme of war is to always attack the
enemies nlans first. In this way destructive battles and human and
resource loss is minimized or averted long before they can ever take
place.

By infiltrating the offices and organizations of any perceived adversary or those organizations
which influence or control the adversaries‘ ability to attack (state bars. medical boards. congress
etc.) Scientology can subvert any 1213115 of its adversaries which are not compatible with
Scientology's interests before they ever get off the ground. That way it doesn't have to fight battles
in "fortified cities."

4-) clam infomtatiotttor
Sdemdomt.

The FBI discovered that a Scientology's intelligence operative had posed as a reporter to gain
access to materials on Scientology collected by the Better Business Bureau.

Posing as a reporter is one of Scientology's favorite techniques, as was related to me by one of
their top intelligence operatives while I was still in Scientology. In fact. I myself was sent to
infiltrate the AMA at their Chicago headquarters using the reporter impersonation ploy.

Scientology used this tactic on me, with a paid operative in Aspen Colorado posing as a
reporter to "interview" me and steal personal materials. This individual, and other operatives, then
began a local black PR campaign of outright lies and distortions which destroyed my then existing
business and eventually caused me to move from Aspen

One of Scientology's other strateges, related to me by one of their top intelligence operatives
while I was still in Scientology, was that it was acceptable to bay an underpaid legitimate reporter
in order to kill a story on Scientology, mitigate it, or tum the story into an attack on one of I
Scientology's enemies. The impression I got was that it is far cheaper and easier to "convince" the

7-61f by chance you become a possible target of Scientology's vindictiveness, I recommend
you study this book until you know it cold. It will allow you to better defend yourself because you
will be able to see the pattems and themes to the apparently random occurrences that might be
occurring in your life. It will allow you to predict their actions and. more importantly, assist you in
preparing safety precautions. Since it is my experience that Scientology first gnngenttates its
'0 _ 010'-.11 1'1 0- -1 k 0 rl _: ' 1' ‘m 0-. iwhriwill r on
prepam against it,
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reporter (i.e.. offer more money than the reponer would usually ever see in a lump sum,) than risk
having to spend or lose a fortune later on damage control or lost income. If the reporter re fused the
easy big money he could then be investigated for possible blackmail, or harassed.

The operatives goal is to make the resulting story. if any, conform to these points:
1) Positions that forward or legitimize Scientology’s standard propaganda lines.

2) Positions that forward or legitimize Scientology’s standard attention-redirecting enemy attack
lines. .

3) Positions that forward or legitimize Scientology's standard legal liability-limiting disclaimer
positions. t

Good legitimate reporters who have done their homework will not be tricked into ignoring all
contrary facts and forwarding or legitimizing these enemy attack lines and disclaimer positions.

p. 26
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H % [EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

DEC. 6, 1968.

DEAR MO,

RE: INIfiLLI§fiNQE

THE FOLLOWING ARE POSSIBILITIES FOR COLLECTING DATA

l. INFILTRATION.

2. BRIBERY

3.‘BUYING INFORMATION.

4. ROBBERY

5. BLACKMAIL

THE LAST TWO ARE, OF COURSE ILLEGAL.

INFILTRATION COVERS TWO METHODS — SOMEONE JOINING THE ENEMY

WITHOUT THE ENEMY'S KNOWING AND SOMEONE, DISAFFECTING

PRESUMABLY, TO JOIN THE ENEMY. .

FOR GIVING THE ENEMY EAL5E_2ATAL_XQQ_QAN_DQ_IHE_EQLLQHlNE;

l. USE INFILTRATOR TO SPREAD ALARM AND FALSE DATA.

2. SEND OUT FALSE DATA PURPOSELY.

I ...

I
I

LOVL,

PETER HOLLON

p. 27
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5.) Btrealgipg an<;l_ent_e;i_ng_intg_the agpmeypffices of a critic or enemy. From confidential
intemal directives and actual covert operation documents, the FBI discovered Scientology’s
intelligence operatives had done this repeatedly. Among many instances they broke into and entered
the homes and offices of numerous enemies and critics. The FBI discovered detailed training
manuals on exactly how to "case" the target, break in through force or with lock picks, and create
cover stories if caught.

A specific example of these tactics involves ex-Scientologists Robert Dardano and
Warren Friske who testified to some of the activities they and others were involved with
on behalf of the Church. These activities include the burglary of the Belmont office of a
psychiatrist in order to steal files, the theft of documents from a Boston law firm, and the
planting of a church member as a volunteer inside the state attorney general‘s offiee to
intercept consumer complaints about Scientology.

k.
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fig, [EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

I I 9 Mar 75

VETTING HAT WRITE UP

PURPOSE: To clean USBI files of legally actionable
evidence against the GO and its personnel.

Definition of ‘EVIDENCE’ "4. in law, a) something legally
presented before a court, as a statement of witness, and .
etc. which bears on or establishes the point in question:
distinguished from testimony and proof....

[Page 2]
1. Mentions or the ordering of a B & E.

F 2. Evidence that anything was stolen by one of our guys.
(This does not mean someone else like PC saying we stole
something, this means us saying we stole something).

Bx Lines similar to ‘Here are the docs we got in our usual
F way late last night".

4. Implications of casing, including keeping checks on
schedules and working hours as well as locks on doors etc.

5. Implications of posing as a Govt agent.
l 6. Evidence of tapping phone lines or illegal taping of

~ conversations.
F 7. Mentions of harassment of an individual although not

necessarily a full operation (so not sent to ops).
8. Any evidence of bribery.

f 9. Any mentions or recruitment of FSMs to be any kind of an
agent. (This is Solicitation and a crime).

lO.Also vet wordings like ‘this will get him‘ or lets ‘wipe
him out‘ or ‘this will be good for dead agenting‘ or we
are ‘planning a covert op on him to handle him‘ or this
will ‘strengthen our attack on him‘.

ll.Any mentions of entrapment setting up someone to commit a
i crime either directly or indirectly.

We must now vet every particle coming into CIC before it goes
to the files. So when you send a particle to files be sure to

I vet it and label it with a red V in the lower right hand corner.
F REMEMBER each particle does not need to be thoroughly read as

you are vetting, scan it enough to be sure you would catch any
of the above instances and go on. Any Questions, ask CICOF.

| Love crc or?

I
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The next 6 covert operation tactics are demonstrated in but. by no means limited to
Scientology's "Operation Tricycle," the remarkably successful Scientology takeover of the
City of Clearwater, Florida, which is described immediately following this page.

6)

7)

8)

9)

J‘

IO)

I ll )

Fgrged Qetenggn g,,f_a_n enemy_or c_titir;. The FBI discovered that Scientology's intelligence
operatives will take individuals against their will to detention areas and refuse to let them
leave. This happened with Michael Miesner. a former member who later tuned states
evidence for the FBI and help send 9 of Scientology's highest executives to jail. More
recently, this has happened with many other fonner members who wanted to leave or were
classified as security risks.

involving a pedestrian. FBI evidence showed that
this plan had actually be executed in an effort to disgrace Gabriel Cezares. a fOI‘ITl6l' mayor
of Clearwater Florida and Scientology critic.

glirculatirgg false bla_ckPR stories. Mark Sableman, reporter for the Clearwater Sun, was
critical of Scientology. "Die FBI discovered that Scientology's intelligence operatives
circulated a rough draft of a fictitious news story using Sableman's name, alleging that 19
Florida legislators were linked to the Mafia. gambling interests, and were involved in
bribery, blackmail, and illegal transactions.

On July 15 1990, a London Sunday Times article revealed Scientology spent $200,000.00
or more to organize a worldwide Black PR harassment campaign against Russell Miller.
Mr. Miller was a Sunday Times joumalist and author of a Scientology expose, "The Bare-
Faced Messiah."
Dr. Margaret Thaler Singer has been a recent and ongoing favorite target. A dead rat with
a stake though its heart was left on her doorstep. I-ler home has been vandalized, rats
released in it, and some of her research stolen. En route to an educational conference on
thought nefomt and cults, she was detained by Brlush immigration police based on an
anonymous rip that size was a member of the IRA.

Ergming Qtitigs, for lgwg sexual conduct. The FBI discovered that Scientology's intelligence
operatives had created a operation called "Priority A" to be done on Mark Sablemen. The
plan called for a elderly Scientology operative from out of the area to go to the editor of
the Clearwater Sun and accuse Sableman of molesting the operative‘s son. Episcopal
Vicar Mike Rokos had stories broadcast that he was a convicted sex criminal.

crime. The FBI discovered that
Scientology’s "Priority A" operation also called for a Scientology operative to go to the
editor of the Sr. Petersburg Times and deliver an envelope with $100 cash in it for Betty
Orsini, (a newspaper reporter critical of Scientology.) The operative was to say that the
money was from a well known mobster in retum for information Orsirti had supposedly
passed to the mobster. t

 .The FBI discovered that Scientology's intelligence operatives had
burglarizecl the offices of lawyers for the Sr. Perersburg Times.

p. 30
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]
sscoarrr or THE ortnarron
The first consideration on security is always the personnel

chosen to do the job. Professionals would usually choose
someone who is confident and competent, easily trainable and
fully trained. In other words in Scientology terms, people who
are not PTS, who are not ethics cases. Additionally one would
normally choose someone who is motivated by duty or other high
motivation to prevent later sell—outs or discovery by reason of
an agent turning...

Professionals are always working for some person or group
which for the purposes of this section will be referred to as an
organization. If the agent's motivation for working for the
group is high, then this section will concern the agent as well.

Any professional intelligence group has to confront the
possibility that at some stage an agent will be picked up. The
most serious of these is when the agent is picked up in the
actual act of stealing documents or in position where he is
about to steal documents, or has just stolen documents and is
moving to his base with the material. Therefore agents are
frequently given instructions along the lines of "if you are
picked up by the police, don't say anything more than you are
required to by law", which is usually your name and address but
this varies depending on the area. This is of course if the
agent is in a position where no story would explain the
outpoints confronting the police. The agent will probably be
arrested at this stage and should quietly arrange a lawyer
through a law society or legal aid society. Such societies
abound these days and a name and address of one can be memorized
beforehand. .

The organization usually arranges some method of communication
so that the agent can tip them off that he has been picked up.
Any organization that has a desire to retain its agents or to
continue recruiting agents, usually has the sense to provide
bail through some bail bond system that allows the organization
to remain anonymous, pays any legal fees incurred and gives
every possible moral encouragement.

Additionally, any agent working on such operations would have
nothing in his possession that connected him with the
Organization, nothing at his home address that connected him
with organization and no possible way of tracing him back. For
example, an alternative employment or no employment, but
certainly no mention of employment by the organization. This is
the usual exchange between agent and organization in the event
of an arrest. The agent protects the organization, the
organization assists the agent in every possible way. Such
preparations are also usually made well in advance, so that the
agent's recent history does not show any connection with the

p.31
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organization.

One trick used by professionals is, after the casing has been
completed and the plan decided on, a series of cover stories are
mocked up to cover each stage of the operation in the event that
the operation is blown at any point. Such cover stories usually
relate to the most vulnerable state of operation. For example,
an agent might prepare a story as to why he was in that
particular neighborhood, why he was on that particular street,
why he knocked on that particular door, even what he was doing
in that particular backyard. Thus if he is picked up at any of
these points he has a plausible explanation as to what he is
doing.

On occasion cover stories are mocked up to cover being caught
in the act. It is sometimes to the advantage of the agent and
the organization, if the police believe that the agent was
actually breaking in for money or goods, rather than documents
or files, as the police have a common R with criminals who they
can duplicate, but sometimes get frantic when confronted with
intelligence operations. Such cover stories as mentioned above
would also be designed to handle the local security guard, the
local resident or staff member or whoever discovers the agent in
the beginning stages of the operation... ”

ti32
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

T‘§i cqti-"4

DG US DDG US
DG I US &
BI US & BI Base as

OK'd by DG I US

POWER PROJECT 4: TRICYCLE

Ref. GO Orders 261175 LRH "POWER"

Target 3

PROJECT INFO: This project follows HCO PL Targets Defense "If
we unite all groups into an interplay and use all forces extant
and channel them we have a very big chance of winning" "SO we
can and must take the lead." "And we ourselves must develop
many'leaders."

MAJOR TARGET: To proof up ourselves against any potential
threat by taking control of the key points in the Clearwater
area.

VITAL TARGETS:

l. Any obstacles or opposition to these targets that arises
must be removed to the point of no further threat or
barrier to obtaining the Major Target.

2. Do not depend on or wait on other collection targets for
these research targets.

3. Excellent security must be established and maintained on
this project throughout all stages but must not stop the
progress of this project.

PRIMARY TARGETS:

I. AG l Base and Ops Officer Base are responsible for this
project.

2. Utilize any existing data for the selection of your
targets.

3. ODS Officer responsible for recruiting (with help from B1
US), planning and running of agents.

4. Finances for transportation and initial support of agents
for this project are to be arranged by the AG I Base in
liaison with the AG F Base.

5. Regular reports are to be made to US, WW and CS-G.
6. Those concerned are to M4 star rate this project and HCO
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PL. Targets Defense.

OPERATING TARGETS: , ‘

1. List out all news media and the heads or proprietors of
news media that are distributed or broadcast in the
Clearwater area.

2. Look for any one group or place where all heads of media
in number l above come together.

No number 3 listed.

4. Work out a way to gain (Bl) control or (PR) allegiance
t of each media head or proprietor (beginning with those

found in target 3 above). ,

(Note: Control can mean buying the media or controlling
interest or it can mean holding a powerful position with
the media). Submit a targeted take over project to DG I
US for approval.

5. Implement approved handling when received.
6x Locate key political figures (ones who influence the

area).
7. Work Out a way to get control or allegiance of each.

Submit final project to DG I US for approval.
8. Implement approved handling when received.
9. Locate the key financial influences in the community.

l0.Work out a way to gain control or allegiance of each.
Submit final project to DG 1 US for approval.

ll.Locate the people and groups peculiar to the Clearwater
area which exert the greatest control/influence in the
area (possible example — Board of Realtors).

12.Work out a way to gain control or allegiance of each.
Send projects to DG I US for final approval.

l3.Implement approved handlings when received.
DICK WEIGAND
DG I US
FOR
HENNING HELDT
DG US
FOR
MO BUDLONG
DG I WW
FOR
JAN KEMBER
GUARDIAN WW
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

RE:CHINA SHOP:_.CLEARWATER SUN

Dear Dick,

Here are some observations and data on Clearwater Sun recently
received:

A study of the paper does not show a political or intelligence
angle. Only evidence that the paper attacks everyone. Any Good
News is converted to attack. This paper (Clearwater Sun) may
influence the two other papers that have offices in Clearwater
(St. Petersburg Times and Tampa Tribune, believe) or those two
influence the Sun.

The only conclusion that can be drawn is that somewhere in the
editorial structure they have an institutional case - a has
been one or a should be one. For it a characteristic of
insanity to attack everything.

I

JOHN E. RICKETSON:
AL HUTCHISON:
RON STUART:
TERRY PLUMB:
MIKE PRIDE
MARK SABLEMAN:
ALSBURY:
NORMAN MORGAN:
STEVE SNOW
CIRCULATION
AD SPACE:
FINANCE ESTIMATE:

PUBLISHER
EDITOR & GENERAL MANAGER
MANAGING EDITOR
ASSOC EDITOR
CITY EDITOR (per Sableman)
WRITER
WRITER
WRITER
WRITER
30,000
Not spectacular
Not so hot (their finance
condition)
JEFFERSON PILOT CORPORATION (OF
GREENSBOROUGH, NORTH CAROLINA

OWNERS (per Sableman):
(and B-l Msn)

Our target On this, very confidentially, is ownership or
control of the paper. So, as you know, the finance information.
on the paper, its debts, its income (and how it could be cut)
are prime information needs. Also detailed info on the posts of
the staff editors, etc.

Love,

Henning
DGUS

HH/bc
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

DDG US
DG INFO US

RE:PREDICTION IN CW
Yours of 10 March 76

Dear Duke,
You asked for a chart of enemy lines used up to this point for

CW (Clearwater) attack after research of the files was done.
Attached is this chart. It looks complete to me.
From this I see the areas of priority to Infiltrate are:

l.SPT (St. Petersburg Times)
2.Mayor
3.Channel 13 TV

I ’ 4.Snyder j

5.Florida Attorney General Florida State Attorney
(Russell)

As things have been quite hectic with me the last two days I
wanted to send this to you to go over. Any changes or additions
you want to make would be fine.

DM/mw

pfm
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Tactics 12, l3 and 14 will be demonstrated in reference to “Operation Freakout" against
joumalist Paulette Cooper. The matter of Paulette Cooper was still unresolved at the time of the
FBI raid on Scientology headquarters in Los Angeles. and documents describing her handling-to
date ("Operation Freakout") were there to be seized. Some of them appear following this page.

12) Atlempting 1Q_£_Ql_.B D_<2t'S_0H in§;ar;c_erated in a mental instjtgtien. The FBI discovered that
Scientologys intelligence operatives created and began to enact an operation called "Operation
Freakout" whose purpose was to drive Paulette Cooper insane and then imo a mental institution.

13) The FBI discovered d1HI$¢ie1'110lO23“S
intelligence operatives planned to impersonate Paulette Cooper. go to a Laundromat. and threaten
to kill the President. A second intelligence operative inside the Laundromat would tell the
Laundromat personnel to report the threat to the govemment.

This chilling example involves Paulette Cooper. the author of "The Scandal of Scientology."
The Church's response to Coopers book is detailed in a document describing "Operation Freakout“
which was designed to "get PC incarcerated in a mental institution orjall. or at least to hit her
so hard that she drops her attacks."

Cooper, who says she was served with 18 lawsuits against her by the church. had a nervous
breakdown after someone sent Scientology a bomb threat on her stationery. She was cleared of all
charges after th: I977 raid which uncovered Scientology documents doctunenting the frameup.

In a section titled "VITAL TARGETS," the document "Operation Freakout" gives specific
details of the harassment program against Cooper. Such actions include an obvious attempt to
impersonate Cooper, with directions like: "To recruit an FSM (Field StaffMember) that looks
like PC "to get familiar with PC tofind out some of the clothes she wears partlcularl_'.' what
sort of coat she usually wears...,“ "To get a cheap coat that is very similar to PC ’s.” "To have
someone available to steal." (sic) out PC when she leaves her place the day of the caper, to
ascertain when she leaves. what she 's wearing, etc.," "Obtain wig that looks like PC , so that FSM
PC can wear it during caper," etc.

Funher details of "Operation Freakout" describe framing Cooper on a bomb threat against two
Arab consulates in New York City. A funher memo dated 13 April 1967 regarding "PC O;
Freakout" states, “The F81 already thlnl. she really did do the bomb threats on the C ofS

p. 37
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH]

" l April 1976

OPERATION FREAKOUT

MAJOR TARGET:

To get P.C. incarcerated in a mental institution or jail, or
at least to hit her so hard that she drops her attacks.

PRIMARY TARGETS:
US Bl NE SEC working in liaison with OPS NAT if needed.
To remove PC from her position of power so that she cannot

attack the C of d

ijjijijjijiiiiijjjjjjiiiiiiiiijijiqwii1Q-itniitjjijiiiii

RE:

Dear Dick,
SITUATION: Copper is still not terminately handled.
DATA: Cooper is
Attached is approved Op Freakout. This additional channel.

Should really have her put away

The FBI already think she really did do the bomb threats on
the C of S. A

SOLUTION: OK this additional Channel.

This is OK
Approved _
Disapproved

Love,

Randy

jjiiijjiijjijiiijiiiiiii1111111

OP FREAKOUT

OPERATING TARGETS:

CPANNEL l‘A Q Q

-Q \ '1 1 1 . I | 0- 1 I 1 11 I,‘

-L) 4-q.--be.:i.ca!e -e \-O -av»-an--. -441.8 -bu; .\.~..nIIe

"re I NY
2) When she has been found alone, telephone (during the work

week) 2 Arab Consulates in NYC, from telephone booth
nearest PC's place. Telephone: should be a girl that

pifi
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sounds like PC and the call should be fast, to the point,
and impinge. It should go as follows: from a totally
trusted non staff member.

"I just came back from Israel (pronounces the way it is g
pronounced in
do. At least
get away with
Say something

CHANNEL 2:‘

Israel) I've seen what you fucking bastards
you're not going to kill my sister. I can
anything. I'm going to bomb you bastards.
in Jewish/ swear or mumble something Jewish.

810‘,

I AG I NY

l) Obtain a copy of Writer's DIGEST - a writer's magazine -
(if not available get any writer's magazine.) person who
obtains this magazine should be disguised in some way and
not traceable back to the org. Don't order the mag. by
mail. One should easily be found on the newsstands or in
"back issues" SCOIES .

AG 1 NY‘
Zr Obtain the latest promo of the T.M. (transcendental

meditation) that PC is going to, same security as above.

AGINYI
3) Cut out "letters" from both of the above publications.

Include "CAPITOLS". Arrange the letters, pasted, on a
clean piece of paper (not Org paper) If there is a blank
page or nearly blank page in the writers magazine, use it,
crossing out in ballpoint anything written on the page.
Paste or glue the letters so that they say the following:

"All of you are distroying Isreal. You're just like them.
My sister lived you basterds. I was there - I saw the
wonderful people. Nobody can touch me. I'm going to kill
you basterds. I am going to bomb you. Kissingger is a
traitor. I'll bomb him to. It makes me very sick. I must
meditate. You are spying on me even in Isreal. Your day
will come soon. I'll expose you and bomb you."

Go to library and type out the name of the NY Consulate and
address of the Nation that is most anti Isreal (attacking
it). (No prints) Use "Capitols" on the envelope.

4) Place "letter" into the envelope, seal, and mail from the
mail box nearest PC's place.

I
‘Y’ YINSJRE SECURITY / NO PRINTS on any letters, envelope, or

paper, or stamp.
INSURE no paper from AG Office or Org is used.
Entire action should be done out of the Org.
NEED TO KNOW strongly inforced. PR, Communicater Legal

should not know, Mag ghggld dg this ggrire gfltipn,
If in doubt about "did my prints get on anything" throw

everything away and start fresh.

CHANNEL 3:

[L39
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1) FSM in VT # 3 telephones and makes a definite appointment
with PC. Sometime when the laundry (in VT # l2) is open.
The place should be a restaurant or bar/ one of the
purposes of this action is also to get PC drunk.

AG I NY
2) FSM above meets with PC.

AG I NY
3) Stakeout FSM (see VT # 8) communicates with Case Officer

and PC Double FSM (see VT # 1) and alert the former what
PC has on, how her hair is arranged, does she have her
usual coat on etc.

L;

AG I NY

4) "PC FSM" changes to the closest clothes they have,
matching PCs. If PC has on blue Jeans/ change to Blue
jeans. If PC has on her usual coat put that on. (see VT
# 3 and 4) What ever PC usually wears ( a favorite

* sweater etc.) a yellow dress, blue, green etc. sneakers, a
yellow scarf etc. should be had by PC FSM ready to change
into. In other words several different out-fits should
have been obtained by PC FSM, so that when the caper goes
down, she can immediately change into the color or type of
outfit that PC has on.

From the observation of the stakeout FSM --- to the change of
PC FSM's clothes, only 3 minutes should have gone by. If
PC let us say has her hair up,.FSM puts her "hair up" very
fast it doesn't have to be a good job/ just so it's "up".

L _

AG I NY
5) PC FSM goes immediately into the laundry and does the

following caper. (wearing sunglasses) This is done
immediately, so that PC could have done it on her way to
meet the FSM or FSMs for drinks.

( Patter/ PC FSM goes into laundry. Acts very confused.
Says "I'm P.C. Do I have any clothes here? Clerk says no
FSM demands clerk checks. Clerk comes back. Says no
again. FSM screams You're crazy, my name if PC, check
againi When clerk says no or whatever he does, FSM goes
PTS 3/ You're one of them! I'll kill you. You're a
dirty Arab. You fucking basterds. I'll bomb you. I'll
bomb the Arabs. I'll bomb the President. I'll kill that
traitor»Kissingner. You're all against me."

If an Item of PC's clothing was obtained at TM, FSM leaves
this on the counter or drops it on the floor.

_ __7_'1"|7 ____Iar pr r

FSM
6) PC FSM leaves laundry immediately, turns the corner and

gets into "pick up" car.' Takes off "PC's coat" Wig or
whatever. Changes her looks fast.

l ' ii T W4.-

FSM

[L40
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_ 7) Mean while, immediately after PC FSM leaves laundry,
observation ESM ( see VT # 2) asks laundry clerk if they
do Suede cleaning and also says, Boy was she crazy!) real
casually says I think you should call the police with all
these nuts threatening to kill the president FSM leaves.
FSM should be disguised and not work on staff.

FSMW

8) PSM calls from a phone about 5 blocks away, the FBI and
says that she/he doesn't want to get involved and doesn't
want to give her/his name but some nut girl in (the name
of laundry) just went crazy and threatened to bomb the
place and kill the president. With all these nuts running
around I thought you should know. The guy in the laundry
heard her too." HANGS UP, and leaves immediately and
gets out of there. This call/ the FSM's voice should be
disguised. All these type calls are tape recorded. (FSM
should not be told this: just to disguise her voice.

' " '_4|___|

FSM

PRODUCTION TARGETS:
CHANNEL l: Should be done within 2 days of receiving this

project.
CHANNEL 2: Should be done the day after the above channel

is done.
CHANNEL 3: Should be done within I week after the above

channel is done. ( and when other FSMs can get an
appointment with PC

[handwritten] CHANNEL 5 10 days after channel 3 is done.
Love,

Puck

CHANNEL 4:
1) Do not tell "Pin Ball "FSM or TM FSM about this OP, but

alert them to immediately report any thing PC tells them.
Have them try to speed up their relationship with PC, for
feed back purposes. Get feedback on this op. (cleverly)

AG I NYII
CHANNEL 5:
1) Wait 10 days after the completion of CHANNEL 3. If

nothing has accrued from feedback, on PC. Then have the
following action done:

PSM Female disguised voice, calls the Arab Consulate and asks
for the Press "attache". talk through a piece of thin
paper covering the mouth of the phone. This will be tape
recorded but don't tell FSM on this. FSM says crying to
Attache:

5) cont.
I just want to tell you there is someone a writer by the name

' pn41
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of PC, who recently came back from Israel. She works for
Israel Intelligence. She's also insane. .She was in an
Concentration Camp in Nazi Germany. She's been seeing
Psychiatrist for years. Her sister is also with Israel
Intelligence and lives in Israel. She talks when she high
on drugs or drunk [handwritten] Lately she's been talking
about bombing_your embassy. I hate the damn Jew. PSM
hangs up and leaves fast.

Iiiijjijijippinunbiiijii-iii"rust 1 11 ii ijjijijijiiiii-i_gij__.-._.

$111111

[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

[handwritten] op Freakout 2:
I No printsllll

Additional channels on Op Freakout. ( Lovely )
1) When TM or Pin ball FSM meets with Lovely, they get

drunk! Another FSM male, has a funny typed out joke. One
of these full page sexy jokes. It has a plain white cover
on it — a plain typewriter sheet. FSM has 2 copies of
this. He shows one copy all around the bar, obviously so
that lovely and FSM can see him doing it. Then drunkenly
comes over to FSM's table and wips out "joke" to show FSM.
Both FSM and "drunk" are careful not to touch plain sheet.
The 2 sheets are folded as if to be mailed. when drunk
picks up joke again, he whips it up by its corner and puts
it in his long open wallet or puts it in his hat that he
should be wearing for that purpose. If the hat is used,
"drunk" goes into the bathroom and carefully puts "joke"
into his wallet. Drunk is always acting the fool. Drunk
leaves. I

4'

FSMs -
2) Drunk takes sheet with Lovely's prints to AG I being

sure to get no prints on it.

Drunk FSM
3) Write the following letter on a library typewriter and

address the envelope to Kissinger in Wash. DC on the same
typewriter. (absolutely no PRINTS.)

3) cont.
You are a traitor to your people YOU BASTERD. I've been
there and seen what you have done. You're ONE OF them.
I"M GOINg To KILL you I"M going to BOMb YOU. I have
connection.NObody Ca n touch Me. You arre a German Pig.
You Should be in THe Concentration CAMPs. I Feel So Ill
Because OF YOu And YOu GodDam PIGS. YoU Die SOOn. It IS
a Phalic SYMbol. I ThinK TrAnsFeranCe. EPidus The BOMB
Is S ET TO gO. MY Sister ISRE A L. ThEy Are Responsible
. They Persecute Me I W iLL Kill THem AND YOU. YOU are
All Aga inst ME.

The above letter should be typed onto the blank sheet
obtained in #1.

';i42
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’ AG I NY)
4) Mail the above, from the Mail Box nearest Lovey‘s place

AG I NY

[handwritten]
5) If the above 1 and 2 don't work out for any reason, Do

the same action at T.M. with Lovely and TM FSM.

AGLCI NYE‘ WEIR

' p.43
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13.)  nawmwn¢.d$tor it As mentioned above. the FBI
discovered that Scientology's intelligence operatives had stolen Paulette Coopers stationary (with
her fingerprints on it), then typed bomb threats on that stationary. and sent them to Henry

A Kissinger and to Scientology itself. Scientology then called the FBI after receiving the bomb threat
it had sent to itself and gave Paulett Cooper's name as a suspect.

The "Operation Freakout papers date from some years ago. Former Scientologist Valerie
Startsfield addressed the question of whether Scientology had cleaned up its act, in a televised
interview with the British Broadcasting Company (BBC) in the mid-19805 -- after the Guardian's
Office had been replaced by the Office of Special Affairs. Her statement:

"It‘s worse. I know this because people have come to me, continuously, and bring
me the stories of the horrors they're going through, in present time, up to even a
few weeks ago. The Church has a history of every time they’re called to account
they say ‘that was in the past, we've dismissed those people, we don't do that any
more.‘ It could be called a catechism of the Church. ‘we don't do that any more.‘

I They do it. And more. They?! do it as much as they can get away with.

Read the following pages and think about the intimidation and other influences which make it
so very difficult to speak out. Is it still going on‘? Is there realistic cause for extraordinary

I diligence when dealing with Scientology? Examine the evidence and you be the judge.

'p.4-4
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[FROM THE WOLLERSHEIM CASE] y s

Standard police report
MILWAUKEE POLICE DEPARTMENT

District No. Seven

REPORT Saturday, July 28, 1984

In the matter of Possible Threats by a Religious Group
To Thomas E. Harker Captain of Police i
Sir: -

On Saturday, July 28, I984 at 1:45 am, I was dispatched to
meet a citizen at 3277 N. 96th St., for a threat complaint.

Upon arriving at the scent, I interviewed the complainant,
Lawrence D. Wollersheim, w/m, 7-02-21 of 3277 N. 96th St., Ph.
#462—l996. He is the owner of the Steak & Stein Restaurant at
5930 W. North Ave., Ph. #771-1990. On this date, Mr.
Wollersheim related the following to me. He stated that his son
Lawrence D. Wollersheim, w/m, ll—l6—48, is currently living in
Aspen, CO, Ph. #303-925-6356. His son had been a member of the
Church of Scientology sect for l3 years. This religious group
is based in Los Angeles, CA. His son is currently no longer
associated with this group and is suing the sect for 25 million
dollars. The law suit must come to trial by July 1985 in the
California court system.

Since Mr. Wollersheim's son has filed this suit, he has been
harassed and threatened by members of the Church of Scientology.
He has been visited as recently as Wednesday, July 25, I984 at
which time they made threats against him, his family and the
President of the United States. Mr. Wollersheim's son had been
a high ranking member of the religious sect prior to his
leaving. While in that high position he learned many of the
inner dealings of the group. For this reason they are
attempting to force Mr. Wollersheim's son to drop his suit. The
religious order supposedly has its own security personnel to use
such tactics as threats, intimidation and harassment in order to
eliminate any outspokenness by members or former members of this
sect.

Mr. Wollersheim Sr. stated that on Wednesday, July 14, 1984 a
pipe with wires protruding from it was found lying on his front
lawn. At that time the police were summoned and Squad 75, P.O.
John Bogues responded. The bomb squad was notified and the
device was determined to be a device made to be to look like a
bomb. Mr. Wollersheim believes that this was a form of
intimidation that he attributes to the religious sect. He
states he has also received numerous harassing phone calls from
unknown callers which he also attributes to the religious sect.
Mr. Wollersheim stated that as the court date nears the
harassment will increase. His son has told him that this is the
usual practice of the religious sect's security forces.

.[L45
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Mr. Wollersheim requested that the squads in the area pay Y
particular attention to his home for any suspicious persons. I
advised Mr. Wollersheim to contact the telephone company for the
purposes of having a tracing device placed on his telephone in
order to learn who is making the harassing phone calls. I also
advised him that the squads in the area would be notified to pay
particular attention to his home. I

Respectfully submitted,
(signed)
Gary R. Bruhn
Police Officer
District #7 — Late 1

["7th DISTRICT RECEIVED" stamp is signed (illegible) and
dated JUL 28 1984.]
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14) Coufidcnualimatrtiala. dis§l_os_ure_slor eonfessionstairtzn l£l._$_Qi¢lll_Ql£>_"-ilrllll’ m¢m.b_¢_rs_t1r§:_
rgppngly used to blackmail. silence. or intimidate that individual if that individual should
leave Scientology and becomes critical of Scientology. From confidential intemal
directives and actual examples the FBI discovered that'Scientology’s intelligence operatives
regularly use or make public confidential information and confessions of fonner members
in an effort to silence them.

In my own personal experience, I had my "confidential“ auditing confessions used in court by
Scientology as well as material from them repeated to me in anonymous harassing phone calls.
Scientology's twisted use of confidential disclosures made to them has also been further verified in
ongoing court cases with other former members.

Anyone who is a member or former member os Scientology, who has ever given any
information to Scientology, is at continual risk of having this information revealed. If you are a
former member every effort should be made to obtain all your Scientology records and all copies
of them -- because Scientology has time and time again proven itself to be totally
untrustworthy. If you know someone who is a member they should be made aware of this
history and encouraged not to trust Scientology with any personal information or any
supposedly confidential confessional material under any circumstances.

Because of the way Scientology is "compartmentalized." lower-level personnel usually do not
know the true motives and activities of the organization. Those who administer the hypnotic
thought-control techniques normally are misled about what they are really doing. The following
evidence comes from Scientology's (upper level) intelligence sections, not from their (lower level)
pseudo religious sections.

p. 47
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCI~I_.]

To: .. illegible .. 13 JED 77

CC: DGI US via DGI C

- Excerption of Ira XXX PC files
Dear Cindy,

Here is the pertinent data from Ira's pc files. This
includes data from TT done earlier and me going through
about 1/2 of his lower level files which is at the end of
this excerption.
First session. TA range 1.7 - 1.8: less than 1 div TA in
the session. Ira wished to be a better "fuck" - "likes"
Mike Lyles (MWH) This session was on 10 Dec 69..(Pg. 1,1)
14 Dec 69 - ARCX with Victor who's antagonistic to
Scn. M/W/H, had sex with a prostitute before marrying
Holly. (Pg. 1,2)

' 19 Jan 70 - white form done (2ond one) SF on "here on own
determinism". (Pg. 1-3) C
20 Jan 70 - on R3R Ira runs an incident where he hit a man
from behind with a car in 1968 or '67. (Pg. 1-4)
27 Jan 70 - M/W/H, Ira gives up that he attempted to

_ strangle old girl—friend, Lynda. TA range 2.1 - 1.8.
Total TA 1.2 divs. (Pg. 1-5)
6 Feb 70 - 3rd white form. SP on "here on own self
determinism". (Pg. 2-1)
23 Feb 70 - Ira says he'd leave the SO if it came down to
2D vs 3D. TA range 2.5-1.9 Total TA: 1.1. (Pg. 2,2)
23 Mar 70 - MWH Ira gets off that he and a friend gave
each other blow jobs when he was 11 or 12. Ira gets off
that he, his wife Holly, and Mike Lyles had a 3 way thing
going in Chicago with all of them in bed at the same time.
(Pg. 3,1)
13 Apr 70 - 4th white form: Ira gets a fall on "here on
own self determinism". (Pg. 3,2)
1 Oct 71 - MWH. Ira saw a lady psychiatrist when he was
20 - he gets off that he successfully W/H this on a sec
check so he wouldn't get routed off staff. (Pg. 3,3)
10 Jan 72 - Ira claims that he has no service fac, he then
F/Ns. Total TA for session was 2.2 divs. (p.4,1)
8 Aug 72 - List corrections get read on "doing S/t with
mind between sessions“. (Pg. 5,1)
9 Aug 72 — Exec Series 12 item "masturbating", mentions

High School friend, David Schiff, as homosexual partner, used to
masturbate 3 times a day, says "If Yvonne caught me
masturbating, I would blow Son", lived with Mike Lyles, Holly
(his wife) and himself as trio. They all slept together and
took turns with Holly, some activity between Ira and Mike. (Pg.

" 5,2)....
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCHJ

DGUARDIAN ORDER.

GO 121669 MSH December 16, 1969
To: All D/A/Guardians for Intelligence

PROGRAMME: INTELLIGENCE: INTERNAL SECURITY

OBSERVATION: The enemy has used the method of infiltration to obtain information against
ourselves as known from incidences in South Africa, Edinburgh and Washington, D.C.

The enemy has also "tumed" and used as double agents Staff members as revealed by Maurice
Johnson at Saint Hill and Barbara Peake in Melboume.

Further, the enemy has used former disaffected staff members. Scientologists Or relatives of
Scientologists in their attacks - Philip Weame and Doug Moon in Australia, Jean Kennedy and
Gene van Niekerk in South Africa, Michael Pemetta and Mrs. Henslow in England, Eleanor
Tumer and the fonner Mrs. Elmo Troup in America and the O'Donnell family in New Zealand, to
name but a few of the outstanding examples.

Although infiltrators and double agents can create more intemal Chaos and disorder in an
organization, the enemy has been most successful in their attacks through the use of disaffected
staff, Scientologists or relatives of Scientologists and the biggest gross error an organization can
make as regards its own security is violations of the HCO Policy Letter of October 27, 1964,
"Policies on Physical Healing, Insanity and Potential Trouble Sources".

The duty of keeping the organization secure belongs in the HCO Division. both in RAP and
Inspections and Reports, but the Intelligence Bureau has learned through long experience that it
cannot leave this function entirely up to HCO and where it has done so, it has had to suffer the
consequences. Thus this Programtne is a vital one. '

MAJOR TARGET: To use any and all means to detect any infiltration, double agent or
disaffected staff member, Scientologist or relatives Of Scientologists and by any and all means to
render null any potential threat or harm such have rendered or might render to Scientology and
Scientologists.

VITAL TARGETS:

1. This Programme is to be done by the Asst. Guardian or the D/A/Guardian for Intelligence,
if this post is held separately.

E 2. To establish Intelligence files on all such persons found to be infiltrators. double agents.
and disaffected staff members, Scientologists and relatives of Scientologists.

OPERATING TARGETS:
E 1. To make full use of all files on the organization to effect your major target. These

include personnel files, Ethics files, Dead files, Central files, training files, processing
files and requests for refunds. (emphasis added)

2. To assemble full data by investigation of each person located for possible use in ease of
attack or for use in preventing any attack and to keep files of such.
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To be alert to usual security precautions and to see that these are perfonned bythe
organization; such as proper locking of the premises. security of keys. locking Of files.
the changing Of locks if keys have been lost, proper safes, etc.

To keep off staff and off org lines any person who has ever betrayed Scientology or who
has threatened to betray or blackmail Scientology.
To ensure the Policy Letter on Physical Healing, Insanity and Potential Trouble Sources is
not violated and to be alen to any possible violations.

To maintain a good liason line to Ethics and ensure that the Ethics Officer alerts you to
any person who might attack Scientology.

To be alert to any organizational theft or disappearances of records and files as a possible
indication of the presence of an infiltrator or double agent. lnfiltrators are frcquently those
who have recently "joined" Scientology and socan be watched. Double agents are usually
detected by natter. down stats, disorder in their areas and no case gain.
To be effective and imaginative in your collection of data and in your actions to nullify any
attack or threat of attack.

To keep your Asst. Guardian fully advised and the D/Guardian for Intelligence WW, who
will inform the Guardian WW in such matters.

PRODUCTION TARGET: This is a continuing Programme on which Projects will be issued
l from time to time.

Mary Sue Hubbard
CS-G
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15) Infiltgate the gggtrt ; vstem to alter and steal documents and files before. during or after
coun rulings. Any individual or attomey who goes into court with Scientology must never assume
that any evidence you have submitted has not been stolen or tarrtpered with. Check every copy
against its original. Any document Scientology submits must be examined carefully for
authenticity. lt could be what they call a "history rewrite" or a manufactured document.

There is a "coincidence" that occurred during Wollersheim's 6-month trial which helps make
this point more clear. lt has the attempted precedent-lirniting intelligence signature of creating and
rewriting "history" all overit.

During one lunch break in the emptied courtroom, while the evidence exhibits were apparently
not being guarded. someone altered Dr. Margaret Singers notes on her interviews with
Wollersheim to read that I had taken 300 LSD trips before entering Scientology. (Dr. Singer was
the expert psychologist testifying on my behalf.) The document was remembered to not have this
on it when it was entered into evidence. When Dr. Singer verified by phone that no such event
occurred and that she never wrote such a statement in her notes, this incident created a flurry in the
COllI'[I'OO1TI .

Out of court, things are not much different. Never assume their lawyers will send you the same
documents they submit to the courts and never assume Scientology's lawyers will notify you at all
when they initiate some action. Always keep checking the court docket yourself on a regular basis.

16) P ‘ - _ or lvinvvmn in n ir ' o 0 mi t ,1'0 mmi - a .

An infomiant, in a swom statement given under oath, told of a plan to hann or kill Cynthia
Kisser. Executive Director of the Cult Awareness Network. Reportedly one suggested method was
to cut the brake lines in her car. Attempts were made to menace a Catholic priest, Father Kent
Burtner, who is also a supporter of CAN.

Michael Flynn the Boston attomey who represented ex-scientologists against Scientology had to
make an emergency landing in his plane. It was later discovered that there was water in his fuel.

Charles O'Reilly, Wollersheim‘s attomey, was mysteriously pistol whipped by an unknown
assailant ' at t 0' 0 '1' 2.Q -_a_'o 1' W - him-00; t Q ' 1 i 0-_ nr,'
court. Even more coincidentally, Qg ]l_"_ta1v§t‘\’ same nigt, drug paraphemalia was planted in
O'Rielly's home.-- conveniently fitting in with Scientology’s false black PR drug abuse campaign
against O'Rielly

The appendix "Scientology’s I-Iistory of Criminality" contains an affidavit by former
Scientology insider Steven Fishman in which he describes a conspiracy to commit the murder of
Lawrence Wollersheim. A second affidavit regarding another conspiracy has been recently
received from another source.
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SWORN STATEMENT

I, Malcolm ClaudeNothling, the undersigned. hereby state the following under oath:

I am a Caucasian male 38 years of age, bom on 31/08/54.

I was a dedicated member of The Church of Scientology from 1979-1986.

l served in the Special Forces in the South African Defense Force. During this period I
became highly skilled in handling fireamrs. This information was known by senior
members of the Church of Scientology in South Africa.
In May 19861 was requested to take up an administrative position at the Church of
Scientology's headquarters in Los Angeles. _
I arrived in Los Angeles on 6th Jun. 1986 expecting to take up an administrative post that
urgently needed to be filled. A week after arriving I was seconded to assist with
demonstrations outside the Los Angeles Supreme Court in which he case between
Lawrence Wollersheim and the Church of Scientology was beirtg heard.
I was also promised by the Church of Scientology, on arrival in Los Angeles. that they
would attend to some of my previous counseling that had gone horribly wrong. I was
experiencing suicidal feelings and feelings of anger and destruction. It required a
tremendous effort on my behalf to restrain myself. I had previously submitted a report to
the Religious Technology Center of my condition.

During June/July 1986 I was approached by two Scientologists from the San Francisco
area, specifically Concorde. Unfortunately I cannot recall their names but one of them had
a sign writing business in that area. They proposed that I should assassinate Larry
Wollersheim. They would organize the weapon and whatever else I needed to accomplish
this task. I cannot say with any accuracy whether or not they had been instructed to
organize this from a higher level within the organization. However, I now find it disturbing
that Scientologists, myself included at the time, can consider this method of resolving what
they consider to be a problem. In fact I blame the policy within the Church of
Scientology known as the "Simon Bolivar” which encourages these acts against supposed
enemies. At the time I seriously considered committing this crime but believed that! was
going to be used as the "fall guy" because it would have been easy thereafter to show
that I was demonstrating and stating that I found myself in an unstable condition. When
1 declined Ifell out offavor with the Church of Scientology and was expelled without a
hearing and on trumped up chargesfor which I am currently suing the Church of
Scientology.
The above is true and I am willing to submit to a polygraph test or any other method to
establish the integrity of my statement.

(His signature and notary signature appears here.)
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A high level Scientology intelligence director, who has since defected, told me about a favorite
technique of Scientology's intelligence people. They set up one of their own expendable people.
make them look crazy (incriminating affidavits etc.) then disavow them and let them act out the
original covert operation plan. perhaps in desperate hopes of regaining favor with the group. But
now, because the person was kicked out by the group. Scientology has a pausable story. that the
"disavowed" individual was a renegade acting on his own.

In this case, I believe Malcolm was this expendable person but didn't realize that he was being
set up until later. It is not at all out of character that Scientology went to him through nebulous
third parties for the assassination. They have detailed personnel records (sequential job histories
and skills) on everyone that comes into the organization They knew Malcolm had the Special
Forces skills to pull this off. They fed the info to outside operatives to blur the direct connection to
them, and had those operatives try to set up Malcolm to do the job after they had set up their alibi
on Malcolm.
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DETAIL - PART Two t I
DOCUMENTATION OF SCIENTOLOGY'S ADVERSARIAL TACTICS

SCIENTOLOGY AND ITS NEW PRACTICE OF
"IiI';§§AI," BRUTALITY

"Legal" brutality is the deliberate orchestration of numerous different actions designed to make
execution of the justice process impossible. They are tactics designed to punish. obstruct, delay,
intimidate, stop the proceedings, or to deliberately create a mistrial. A‘-

These tactics are used when Scientology is reasonably certain they are going to lose the case
and especially when they want to prevent an adverse precedent front being established. These are
the tactics of losers and spoilers.

Scientology's main defense, besides its asserted First Amendment religious immunity defense, is
to rely on pounding its adversaries into inaction or flight by wearing or breaking them down -- to
overwhelm and introvert them through complexity and confusion. One hundred suits have been
filed against the IRS alone. In early I993, more than thirty were pending against the Cult
Awareness Network and individually against certain of its personnel.

This overwhelm, confuse. and introvert tactic also shows up in the courtroom where
Scientology uses three, four, sometimes as many as seven different criminal lawyers? from
different firms to simultaneQu5ly_hammer. intimid_ate,_gind,b_u,lly the judge, jttrv, utimggcgg 993;;
 .They use near-continuous objections, gallery inlCr1't1pliOtlS.
and other miscellaneous non-procedural efforts, often to set up their own grounds for mistrial or
appeal

Their attomeys and their in-courtroom gallery operatives deliberately create an atmosphere of
intimidation and fear. Everything and anything is done to increase their opponent's expenses and to
delay and obscure the proceedings.28

This Scientology-style "legal brutality" is not a search for justice but reminds one more of the
strategies of coercive persuasion used to break doum of prisoners of war by constant psychological
coercion. intimidation. and stressful interrogation by multiple interrogators. It is r. primitive,
brutal, and almost primal effort to establish pure dominance over the justice system. And it is
exercised upon the personnel of the justice system itself.
 

2711 is somewhat unusual for a church to regularly use teams of criminal rather than civil
attomeys in its litigation and on a regular retainer basis. Yet this is Scientology's practice..

--' I believe that if the Armstrong case is successfully sealed it will do much to impede and
confuse both ongoing and future civil litigation, including the I.R.S.'s ongoing litigation with
Scientology regarding Scientologys financial fraud. Next to the evidence disclosures of the F.B.l.'s
authorized search of Scientology's headquarters, the hard won information disclosed in the
Armstrong cases simply is the most important and reliable clarifying hub of information ever
revealed about Scientology and Scientology's founder and alter ego. L Ron Hubbard.
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An additional part of the design of this "legal brutality" is [Ql'_£lC.lI
It seems that Scientology is willing to sacrifice even the

possibility of rebuilding its completely destroyed reputation, preferring to try to become a notorious
legend in hopes of dissuading future litigants and lawyers from even rlnnking about using the
justice system against them.

"The Lotticks lost their son. Noah, who jumped from a Manhattan hotel clutching $171.
virtually the only money he had not yet tumed over to Scientology. His parents blame the Church
and would like to sue but are frightened by the organizations reputation for nithlessness."
From the May 6. 1991 Time magazine article. 0

Now add to Scientology's already formidable anti-adversary reputation, the fact,‘ that
Scientology hires criminal defense attomeys for its civil cases and spends an estimated $20 million
a year for 100 attomeys.29

This estimate for Scientology's total annual legal expenditures still may be grossly
underestimated. Consider the expense of coven operations by intelligence operatives. additional
hired private investigators. their unprecedented public relations expenses (used to patch up their
most embarrassing legal problems 30), plus the thousands of world-wide staff working full-time or
volunteering pan time in the legal. intelligence, and public relations areas. Scientology's real legal
expenses may nm as high as $70 to $100 million a year. But this can be jusrzfied as a reasonable
cost of “business as usual" to protect $200-$500 million a year in exceedingly high-profit, often
tax free gross income.

29in the almost ll years trying this ease, Wollersheims fonner attomeys have spent almost
$700,000 in out-of-pocket expenses. Wollersheim personally. spent another $400,000. not
including attomeys fees. Of the combined total, approximately 50% was for security-related
expenses.

30When the LA Times ran a scathing six part anicle exposing Scientology’s illegal and other
antisocial activities, Scientology spent over $1 million for billboards all over LA. misquoting the
article to make it appear to the uninformed that the Times was in some way endorsing Scientology.
After the May 6. 1991 cover issue on Scientology by Time magazine. Scientology purchased an
estimated unprecedented $3 million of full page ads in the major U.S. magazines and newspapers.
in another desperate attempt at damage control.
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Our detailed documentation of Scientology's adversarial tactics now continues. The following
will demonstrate the methods by which Scientology puts the justice system and the justice process
in turrnoil and peril by pioneering its new practice of "legal brutality."

17)‘ Swearing out false lawsuits to intimidate, harass, stop, and discredit a critic or enemy.

18) Repeated use of frivolous and expensive lawsuits to deter individuals and the media from
stating anything hostile about Scientology, whether factual or not.

19) "Bludgeoning" opposing witnesses
20) Repeated ignoring of court orders and authority.
21) Attacking judges to stop or slow the case from proceeding.
22) Outrageous conduct which may have the effect of creating their own mistrial.

F 23) EXTENSIVE SUPPRESSION OF CRITICAL INFORMATION.

l 24) Filing merilless complaint with legal medical and other professional ethics boards.
I

25) Possibly seeking to obtain favorable precedents by creating dummy eases where in fact
Scientology is the hidden controller and financier of both the plaintiff and defendant

E positions.

i .
17) a_ctitic_er enemy-

l The FBI discovered that Scientology's intelligence operatives tried to discredit Gene Allard. a
former high ranking member who had become a govemment witness on Scientology’s financial
fraud. by filing a lawsuit that falsely claimed he had stolen $27,000 from Scientology.

I Scientology routinely swears out false charges, knowing there is no real penalty in the
American legal system for doing so. Recently they went to the Glendale Califomia police and made
a groundless kidnapping complaint Pricilla Coatcs, the Director of an LA cult education group.

l
i
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18)- and thc.menia.fro_tn
Smljng a[]y][]j[]g []Q§]j]Q 31391;] 5;-jggjglggy, w[]g]{]g;[ lagmal or no1,,31) To bury the party suing
Scientology in expenses and break their financial ability to pursue justice, Scientology foods the
dockets widr motions. sues those who sue it in multiple jurisdictions. and sues the plaintiffs
lawyers. Scientology has files over 100 lawsuits on the IRS. (one of them a 120 million dollar
suit.) Boston personal injury lawyer Michael Flynn. who at one time represented more than two
dozen plaintiffs against the church. was sued by the church more than a dozen times in four
jurisdictions for everything from contempt to defamation. All the suits were eventually dropped or
dismissed. I

A recently discovered operation called "Plan 100" calls for 100 lawsuits to be filed on one of its
bitter enemies the Cult Awareness Network.

In 1992, the church mounted an all out war against the Cult Awareness Network. According to
the CAN Executive Director Cynthia Kisser. there are nine suits pending against CAN by
individual Scientologists and church entities in five different jurisdictions. with charges ranging
from discrimination----alleging that CAN‘S refusal to admit Scientologists to join as members
constitutes religious descrimination---to fraud and deceit. [In 1993, the number of these suits has
increased into the dozens.] "They are trying to bankrupt CAN," claims one lawyer involved in the
litigation. "Its as simple as that."

All of Wollersheim's key lawyers were sued by Scientology in a RICO (Racketeering Influenced
and Comrpt Organization Act) suit. After 12 years and hundreds of thousands of dollars in cost, it
was dismissed in July 1992. In 1993. just months after losing the RICO suit. Scientology filed a
new harassment "try to break them financially suit." Scientology V. Wollersheim. No. C 332 027.

Peter Georgiades who has represented several clients suing Scientology was sued recently for
defamation. One suit was dismissed for lack of jurisdiction and another was filed later in another
jurisdiction which is still pending. Scientology also fled a $416 million dollar libel suit against
Time for its recent article on Scientology.

Time's attomey stated. "Our second ground (for dismissal) is that Scientology is libel proof
says Abrams:
__ i _ __ _ _ 1 r'*"l I__ 1 r 1 1 _

"The church has so often been held to commit evil and despicable acts by couns and so
often been written about in an extremely critical manner by others that it has no reputation
for libel laws to defend or rehabilitate."32

_ __ __." L_ i i i 1 7 ' — r 1 __ __ 1 iilij _'" " —

19) Scientology is notorious fo" using the courtroom stand
to continue to punish fomrer members brave enough to speak out. In the Wollersheim trial. Cooley

315. In a document seized by the F.B.I. in its authorized search of Scientology's headquaners,
there is a blunt discussion of how frivolous lawsuits can be used to drive publishers into
submission. Jane Kember. at that time the second highest ranking member of Scientology's
intelligence section. states that since in the U.S. a person who looses a lawsuit is not required to
pay the opponents‘ costs. frivolous suits are an effective means of imposing unbearable financial
burdens on publishers.

32From The American Law_\'er article, "The Two Faces of Scientology." by William Horne,
July\August 1992.
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(their attomey) kept Wollersheim on the stand for two weeks and used confidential auditing .
confessional material for this purpose. - '

"At the [Wollersheim] trial Scientologists packed the courtroom and
hallways of the courthouse and regularly interrupted the proceedings by
protesting against alleged religious discrimination. "I'd let the jury out, let

' the [protesters] blab on, and then let the jury back in,“ says Swearinger. "It
didn't bother me." Swearinger says he thought Cooley's histrionics were
"comical" rather than effective, and that he often caught the jury. "rolling
their eyes" at Cooley's " loud talk and hostility to opposing counsel and
witnesses." 33

20) For example. "On April 17 of this year
[1992] Cooley, church general counsel William Drescher. and Bowles and Moxon named partner
Kendrick Moxon. were among a team of church lawyers soundly rebuked in a federal coun ruling
for their willingness to:

"literally flout court orders and defy the authority ofthe courts." In his opinion, Los Angeles
Federal Special master [judge ] James Kolts called the church's tactics a: p
"cynical and unfair use of thejudicial system."34

According to a transcript of the hearing. despite having been admonished not to raise issues
covered in the briefs---which included the Time cover---Cooley jumped right in. "I'd like to address
that Time magazine article, Your Honor, because I think its crucial." he told judge Letts. The judge
disagreed, but that apparently did not deter Cooley. When Cooley continued to bellow over the
ringing of the judges gavel, Letts summoned the marshals. According to the opposing lawyer,
Cooley scurried out of the counroom moments before two marshals arrived."

After the court had ordered Wollersheims files while in Scientology produced for the trial,
Scientology glgs_t;oye_d all incriminating sections and altergg whatever else it thought it could slide
by.

Scientology rakes the attitude that it is above the law. The only way to get them to abide by it
in substantial issues is to catch them violating it and FORCE them all the way to do what is
required of them. This is part of the "legal" brutality philosophy that makes bringing them to
justice so difficult and expensive.

33From The American Lawyer article, "The Two Faces of Scientology,"
by William Horne, .luly\August 1992.

34From The American Lawyer article, "The Two Faces of Scientology," by
William I-Iorne, .Iuly\August 1992.

35From The American Lawyer article, "The Two Faces of Scientology." by
William Home, .luly\August 1992.
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21) In Hddiliflfl 10 W111‘-1 has been
said earlier:

"Califomia Superior court judge Ronald Swearinger, who presided over the
Wollersheim trial, describes the case itself as anything but nomial: Church trial
layer Earl Cooley and his co-counsel the late John Peterson filed a number of
unsuccessful "writs and motions" throughout the trial in an attempt to halt it,
according to Judge Swearinger. Three days into the trial the judge says they moved
for his disqualification based on, "some secret conversation I had with someone I
never heard of." They also filed a section 1983 federal civil rights action against
both him and the judge who sat on the case prior to him, says Swearinger, on the
theory that by allowing the case to go to trial, the judges were denying the church
its civil rights.“36 ,,

This statement, as carefully documented in the previously-mentioned appendices, shows
Scientology attacking judges on anything and everything Scientology can invent. The record shows

ij that this is standard policy and procedure for Scientology in and out of the courtroom.
Scientology's history in civil and criminal trials. detailed in the appendices, provides an
overwhelming preponderance of evidence to the truth of this statement.

In addition to the numerous examples of Scientology's continuous attack strategy against
judges, described in the two previously mentioned articles and in the included appendices, will be
found the relentless ongoing pattem of attacking every judge on bias. This can be seen happening
again in yet another. more recent, example.

"Just last fall Cooley, was brought in to argue the church's motion to recluse
Los Angeles Federal Judge James Ideman who was sitting on three cases involving
Scientology, based on the judges supposed bias toward the church... The church
lost the reclusal motion and eventually appealed the decision up to the U.S.
Supreme Court, which declined to grant certiorari."37

For more details on Scientology's outrageous history of attacks on judges, see the two
newspaper articles "Prior Sect Try at Judge Reported" and "Scientology's War Against
Judges" at the end of this appendix.

J

 

36From The American Lawyer article, "The Two Faces of Scientology, "
by William Horne, Julyvlugusr 1992. More information will be presented
0r1Scienr0l0g)"s 40-year history ofarracks on judges.

37From The American Lawyer article, "The Two Faces of Scientology," by
William Home, July\August 1992. g
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22) DQ everxgthing pogsibleto cre_ateJ,hejr.own rni_st_ri;tl. Scientology creates an atmosphere of
fear and bizarcncss in an attempt to create obvious bias against themselves.

As a deliberate fall-back position, for appeal if they lose, Scientology attempts to create
grounds for its own mistrial. They commit outrageous and unsociable acts in the counroom to
create an impression of bias or prejudice. These courtroom antics are socially repugnant, often
personally threatening, and may naturally make people feel wary and alienated. Bur that is not
prejudice. Scientology's tactics mean that any judge presidiing over a Scientology action will be
facing a difficult legal and personal situation.

Affidavits and trial records should be thoroughly reviewed from the fomier criminal and civil
judges, prosecutors, and opposing attomeys who have had the unique first-hand experience of
trying to apply justice in a court of law to Scientology. From these records, and review of the
Wollersheim trial record, this coun will quickly get a clear perspective of Scientology's many
mistrial prompting tactics.

23) l5XTENSIVl__E__§UPIPRESSlOl>IrOF QRITIQAL INFORMATION. Where "freedom of
information" is concemed, or the rights of a free press, at Wat with thc_otttsj_d_:
t\_*o_r;Ld. We have already discussed intimidation, harrassment, and other methods to silence critics.
In addition, Scientology has attempted to use federal trade secret laws designed for business
applications, to uy to prevent anyone from exposing information critical of Scientology. - This is
done by:

A.) Attempting to establish new interpretations of copyright laws to strppress
 leto Scientology. This was seen in the recent "Hubbard
biography“ copyright precedent. 39 Scientology‘s novel interpretation posed a
serious threat to the publishing industry's free press right to present important
biographical facts on I-lubbard that the public has a right to know. or needs for its
protection. After considerable expense this precedent has now been reversed.

B-) in - r §9£S_Sl'U11}’S.<2.il1iTlE.@I'l cases andrccorcts tturins or
afterjitigation. Often this is done by extoning a "gag order“ from a litigant
bludgeoncd into submission. But in other cases Scientology actually has obtained
the court‘s agreement to seal the records -- for example, in Church of Scientology
v. Armstrong No.C. 420153 Cal. Super. CT.(1984). The information contained in
the Armstrong case clearly showed the actual intentions, motivations, and nature
of L. Ron Hubbard the founder of Scientology.

Documents in the Armstrong case also evidenced the actual origins and nature
of Hubbard's created alter ego, Scientology and Dianetics. They show a massive.

I critical, and fundamental contradiction between the reality, on the one hand, and,
on the other, Scientology's propaganda (which is discussed in another section of
 

~ 38 See Religious Technology Center v. Robin Scott. (The appeals Court has
since ruled there is no such thing as trade secrets for religion.)

39 New Era Publications, an affiliate of the Church of Scientology, sued
publisher Henry Holt 6: Co. to prevent publication of "Bare Faced Messiah," a
biography of L. Ron Hubbard the Scientology founder. The book's author, Russell
M. Miller, had quoted 132 pages from unpublished letters and documents, many
obtained from govemment agencies under the Freedom of Information Act.
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The Armstrong documents represent the unifying "hub of the wheel" for all
previous taxpayer-paid and other worldwide disclosures concerning Scientology.
Of itself, the Armstrong case is the single most critical piece of the
Scientology puzzle that ever has become available, and Scientology --for good
reason -- fears its broad dissemination!

Scientology's continuous efforts to seal the Amistrong public record
underscores its importance. Fonner members have commented that if, when they
were evaluating Scientology's actual intentions and statistics using Scientology's
own "doubt" formula, if they could have seen all these Hubbard archival
documents, no matter how long they had been a loyal Scientology member, they
would have abandoned the organization as a complete sham. 0 i

armor. H at l ;._\l.l .u'.u-.o- "t 1,10 7. 0
mmmmammmammmwmummammmmmmmmmw“

D.) Scientology lawyers have been temporarily
successful in restricting freedom of information requests for access to the
thousands of documents seized from church headquarters in an authorized search
by the FBI. Because of Scientology's use of a special language, Scientologese,
and special security encoding much of this seized FBI infonnation may still need
translation, coordination, or distribution to the victims for possible legal actions.
At the least, these restricted documents are useful and vital to educators and the
media for understanding the REAL Scientology.

40 On December 23, 1991 Scientology suffered another in a chain of growing
legal defeats. Armstrong was successful it getting the California Appellate court
to keep these documents unsealed. Much of the materials herein were presented to
that court before its decision.

41011 October 3, 1990 Scientology allegedly arranged an entrapment operation
on an uninvolved, former member (Bostrom) who had a collection of archival
materials on Scientology. Two marshals and approximately 15-20 Scientologists
showed up with a search warrant. They g11_@d

I 941.. lv 1..-1 rt I 0: in -|-.. ll! tr in tut or .
The warrant was issued because several days earlier, Mr. Bostrom allegedly had
sold one of his old copyrighted Scientology training packs to a Scientology "sting"
operative for approximately $100 dollars,
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Access has been restricted to these highly damaging documents, in pan, by the
requirement that Scientology be informed-, in the approval process, of the identity
of anyone making such requests. The potential danger of such prior notice to
Scientology is apparent from seized FBI documents.

E.) §i§.iiii.l1gb_QQi§.S {tl]_dIUfll£l‘lili_S_lfQtTl Qllb{iiQj_g__CllQi_Q§. The Nazi's burned
books. Scientology uses its operatives to steal books turd materials critical of it
from public libraries. I was directly in touch with one of the operatives involved
in thefts from the LA library system. Fom'ter_Scientologists Robert Dardano and
Warren Friske have tcstified to the systematic theft and destruction of books
critical of Scientology from libraries throughout New England.

Scientology keeps much critical information, such as that revealed in the
Armstrong case, among those highest inner few who have passed extensive
security and loyalty tests. Because sensitive or critical information is withheld, or
given on a strict "need to know" basis, the vast majority of lower level
Scientologists are generally ignorant of the contents of these materials and the
real activity ofScientology. Celebrities such as Tom Cruise, John Travolta.
Kirste Alley and others, who have endorsed and are publicly promoting
Scientology are, unfortunately, the most isolated and least informed regarding the
crucial evaluative infonnation on Scientology presented in these materials.

The record documented herein shows conclusively that, while Scientology
hypocritically sells “Communication Courses“ and sponsors "freedom of
information“ attacks on its adversaries, 42 tr acruattv DOES NOT two
CAN NOT TOLERATE open omrnunication or free speech.

By hiding its crimes and contining abuses, Scientology is trying to avoid just
and necessary social awareness and censure. If Scientology is allowed to continue
to effectively use these various sealing tactics AND its other adversarial tactics no
one will be informed enough to make rational decisions about Scientology. 43

42lvIost recently, Scientology has sponsored the "Whistle Blower" program
against the I.R.S. »

43This document is an effort to sec that never happens.
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24) "1' .u ' on-.| .1 3, ' , .100 at i -___ i 0 ,0,
"Plaintiffs attomey Charles O'Rielly claims he became a target for retaliation after he won a 30
million dollar jury verdict against the church on behalf of fonner Scientologist Larry O
Wollersheim... O'Reilly contends that, in the years following the verdict, he was questioned by the
California State bar for substance abuse (the inquiry was eventually dropped), by the IRS (the
investigation is ongoing), and by the state tax franchise board (no charges were ever brought).

' In addition, the church wrote nine letters of complaint to the Massachusetts Board of Bar
Overseers about (Michael) Flynn, alleging unethical conduct." Cooley insists that at least one
complaint against Flynn was justified. "Flynn had a corporation called FAMCO in which shares
were sold to lawyers throughout the country to participate in a nationwide program of civil

~ litigation against the church!" According to a spokesperson for the Massachusetts Board of Bar
Overseers, Flynn has never been the subject of a disciplinary action.44 ....

Dr. John Clark, an American psychiatrist and outspoken critic of Scientology, also incurred the
Church's wrath. According to the Latey decision:

"Beginning in 1977 the Church of Scientology has conducted a campaign
» of persecution against Dr. Clark. They wrote letters to the Dean at the

Harvard Medical School and to the director of the Massachusetts General
Hospital. They refused to gag him. Scientology agents tracked down and
telephoned several of his patients and interviewed his neighbors looking for
evidence to impugn his private or personal actions. They submitted a critical
report to a Committee of the Massachusetts State Senate. On three occasions
during the last five years a Scientology "front" called the Citizens‘
Commission on Human Rights has brought complaints against him to the
Massachusetts Board of Registration alleging improper professional conduct.
In I980 he was declared a “Number One Enemy" and in 1981 they brought
two law suits against him (summarily dismissed, but costly and worrying).
They distributed leaflets at the Massachusetts General Hospital offering a
$25,000 reward to employees for evidence which would lead to his conviction
on any charge of criminal activity. They stole his employment record from
another Boston hospital. They convened press conferences calculated to ruin
his professional reputation."

Those voices that have wamed of the Scientology danger have had to pay a heavy price.
Adjunct Professor of Psychology Margaret Thaler Singer at UC Berkeley, Professors of Psychiatry
Louis J . West at UCLA, John G. Clark of Harvard, Martin J . Ome at University of Pennsylvania,
Professor of Law Richard DelGado of the UW Madison, and Professors of Sociology, Richard
Ofshe at UC Berkeley, and Ronald Enroth of Westrnont College, all have been the targets of both
professional and personal attacks. Distortions of truth and outright lies have included charges that
they are CIA operatives. associated with Nazis, anti religious or the like.

44From The American Lawyer article, "The Two Faces of Scientology," by
William Home, July\August 1992.
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Those who continue to speak out become targets of sophisticated intelligence programs to
silence them. Expensive lawsuits are filed. Spurious complaints are filed against the victim's
lawyers with state Bar associations. Manufactured complaints are frequently registered with
medical licensing boards or other regulatory agencies against the professionals who dare testify for
the victims. These harassment programs seek to "win" only in the sense that, by silencing those
whoknow, Scientology can continue to exploit new ignorant and naive victims.

When lawsuits do enter the court system, they are usually settled out of court before any
unfavorable verdict is reached. Then. as part of the settlement agreement to forestall public
attention the case is sealed.

25.) Eessibly emgting glttmmy eases whem in feet Seientelggy is tlie,l1iCld§I1_<;_Ontroll.er and
There is a suspicion that Scientology has

entered into a new level of coven operations on the justice system: the artificial manufacture of
desired precedents by " dummy" cases staged just for that purpose.

The justice system has not yet come to grips with "undue influence" in the sophisticated and
powerful guise used by "thought reform" cults (not just Scientology). Possibly in collusion with
other groups with similar interests (those using thought refomi techniques45) Scientology seeks to
create precedents which will say, in effect, "thought reform doesn't exist."

In these suspected dummy cases, the ruse may include sponsoring false scientific studies and
using pre-rehearsed members who have the perfect symptoms and answers to produce the legal
result that will set a new precedent or mitigate an old precedent. The effect would be to "prove"
that thought reform doesn't exist or that their members show none of its effects.

Recently there has been a dis-irtfonnation campaign to misrepresent the current scientific
literature, discredit existing experts, and seal disclosures about thought reform technologies used in
groups like Scientology. Within both the American Psychological Association and the American
Sociological Association, campaigrts have been launched, in effect asking that this technology be
declared nonexistent.

 

45Four recent cases, all involving a thought reform focus and well organized
and financed "religious" organizations, have recently come before the U.S.
Supreme Court: Robin George v. lntemational Society of Krishna Consciousness
U.S. 89-1399, Holy Spirit Association for Unification of World Christianity [the
Moonies] v. David Molko and Tracy Leal U.S. 88-1600, see in particular Brief in
opposition to Writ of Certiorari, Church Universal and Triumphant Inc. v. Linda
Witt U.S. 89-672, Wollersheim v. Church of Scientology of California U.S. 89-
1367. Of the four, the case that has been suspect is Unification of World
Christianity [the Moonies] v. David Molko and Tracy Leal U.S. 88-1600. Also
see "Coercive Persuasion and Scientology" for more details.
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One case that has been highly suspicious in this area is the Holy Spirit Association for
Unification of World Christianity [the Moonies]46 v. David Molko and Tracy Leal u.s. as-moo.
When you are involved in a suit with Scientology and its allies. it is necessary to be aware of any
other suits that seem to just convenient.ly "pop up" on issues similar to yours, especially if they
seem perfectly tailored to eflect your suit adversely. While prosecuting the Wollersheim case. on
more than one occasion we have had to deal with this phenomena of highly suspicious outside
c_ases. seeming engineered to derail the Wollersheim case and all others that might follow it.

ln Summary, Scientology's "Legal Brutality" tactics add a new low to the familiar legal saying,
"If you have a good case, you argue the facts. If the facts don't suit you, you argue the law. lf you
don't have the law on your side, confuse the issues." With "legal" brutality tactics, you don't just

’ confuse the issues. Your target is to actually break down the justice process anywhere glgl
eitctysmetelousaut

When applied as a single tactic (as done by some individuals in the past) the tactic may be
considered borderline legal or borderline unethical. When many of these tactics are orchestrated
together in a systematic manner. they create a new, previously unheard of threat47 to the justices
process and to its spirit. They put the integrity of the justice process in peril.

45in U.S. Senate hearings the Moonies were connected to individuals and
activities of the Korean CIA.

4-7N0 one previously has pioneered the intensity and depth or the collective
application of the practice of "legal brutality" like Scientology. If they are allowed

” to be successful you can rely on their state of the art “legal brutality" practices
being quickly imitiated by others seeking to exploit what could be a gaping
loophole or partial flaw in the justice system.
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DETAIL - PART THREE L  
DOCUMENTATION or SCIENTOLOGY'S ADVERSARIAL TACTICS

OVERT OPERATIONS

26) Bold faced direct lying,

27) Professional propaganda campaigns.

defend Scientology and attack its enemies.
“ 28) Setting up and using "social reform" groups whose real purpose is to

29) Using a front law firm as a de facto extension of Scientology s
intelligence division and intimidation intelligence strategy.

30) Deliberately recruiting and using "do anything to get the fee" private
investigators.

31) Possibly buying political influence.

26.) Bold faced direct lying, Scientology training has raised lying to a precisely practiced art
form, as is shown in the following exhibits...
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SE=ARCH.]

INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST TRAINING ROUTINE * TR L

Purpose: To train the student to give a false
statement with good TR-l. To train the student to
outflow false data effectively.

Position: Same as TR—l
Commands: Part 1 "Tell me a lie". Command given

by coach. Part 2 interview type 2 WC by coach.
Training Stress: In Part l coach gives command,

student originates a falsehood. Coach flunks for out in
TR 1 or TR 0. In Part 2 coach asks questions of the
student on his background or a subject. Student
gives untrue data of a plausible sort that the
student backs up with further explanatory data upon
the coach's further questions. The coach flunks for

‘out TR O and TR l, and for student fumbling on
question answers. The student should be coached on a
gradient until he/she can lie facily.

Short example:

Coach: Where do you come from?
Student: I come from the Housewives Committee on

Drug Abuse.
Coach: But you said earlier that you were single.
Student: Well, actually I was married but am

divorced. I have 2 kids in the suburbs
where I am a housewife, in fact I'm a
member of the P.T.A.

Coach: What town is it that you live in?
Student: West Brighton '
Coach: But there is no public school in West

Brighton.
Student: I know. I send my children to school in

Brighton, and that's where I’m a P.T.A.
member.

Coach: Oh, and who is the Chairman there?
etc.

I
t
l
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCI-1.]

B O A R D T E C H N I C A L B U L L E T I N
OF 10 DECEMBER 1969

REISSUED AS BTB 21 JUNE 1975
CANCELS

. ECO Bulletin of 10 DECEMBER 1969
SAME TITLE

PRO COURSES
Not for distribution

CONFIDENTIAL

1‘

Purpose: To train a PRO to answer such question with
confidence and simplicity as are often asked by reporters.

Meter work?
R E.G.., What is Scientology? What's Clear, OT? How does an E-

Method: The PRO and ‘reporter’ sit across a table facing
each other. The ‘reporter’ asks the questions and the PRO must

] answer, without a long communication lag and in a way which
readily communicates to the reporter. The drill is coached as
in the TRs.

The drill is passed when the PRO is confident he can
F answer the basic questions asked about Scientology.

2. no Answer
tn Purpose: To train a PRO to give a ‘no answer‘ to

questions he has no wish to answer directly.
Method: To begin with the reporter reading the questions

asked LRH by ‘The Sun‘ reporter Victor Chapple -- and the PRO
reads LRH‘s answers. This is just to accustom him to the idea
of ‘no answer‘.

Then using different questions, the PRO gives ‘no
answers‘. The trick is to appear to answer the question by
giving generalized statements in simple terms so that the
reporter doesn't realize that his question hasn't been answered.

The PRO should be completely causative over the
communication and end it with certainty, so that the reporter

l gets this and goes on to the next question.
3. Hon_seQnitnr_erents

Purpose: To enable a PRO to practice getting his
"message" across and tag it on to any current event. Also a
preparation for the day when our PROs will be asked to comment I
on current events.

Method: One person has a newspaper in front of him and
reads out a headline (and perhaps a line or two of the story if

F necessary for the PRO‘s understanding of it). Ask the PRO what
comment he would like to make on it. The PRO should comment

F briefly and lead from this into his messagei
This drill is passed when the PRO can tack a message on to

I virtually any event, smoothly and with reality.
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4_ Handljng Q sjjppzesfiiye 'T' Tnteviiinmcv

Purpose: To train a PRO to get his message across in
spite of the ‘interviewer’, in the few short minutes usually
available on television. This is so that .... million people
have no doubts after the programme what the Scientologist stands
for and what he is against.

Method: The PRO and interviewer face each other and the
interviewer asks questions. The PRO attaches his message in
varying forms to as many answers as possible. If the
interviewer is SP he must be introverted as in the hat write up,
and then the PRO has his "say". The interview has been
successful when the PRO has got his message across to his
satisfactioni

5- HandlinQ_an_SE
at mt._o_m.rith.eJ.m

presence over an SP reporter if the occasion arises, by such
things as shouting, banging, pointing, swearing. To do this
completely causatively until the poor reporter is ‘caved in‘.

Method: The reporter and PRO sit across a table facing
each other and the reporter asks SP questions. The PRO
overwhelms without judgment in answer to the SP question until
he does it with reality, causativeness and the overwhelm really

' Purpose: To train a PRO to be able to establish Ethics

| reaches the reporter. TR l is a part of this ( ill - there is
no point saying the words if they don't reach the other guy.
b) 
Purpose: To train the PRO to handle an SP reporter by

word alone without the use of force as in (a). He uses the word
as a rapier and plunges it at the reporter, so that the reporter
introverts and drops the question.

Method: The PRO and reporter sit across a table and the
reporter asks SP type questions.

The PRO observes what would be a button in relation to the
question asked and throws this back with good TR l so that it
reaches home. If the reporter is introverted the PRO is
successful. If the reporter persists with the same question the
PRO should no pr-press the same button — it obviously didn't

' work. He should drop it and use another one. If the PRO cannot
think of a snide reply the reporter should just say "flunk, you
haven't handled me. Start - ", or some such remark - but should
not tell the PRO what to say. When the confusion has come off
the PRO will be able to handle and have a big win.

The drill is completed when the PRO is willing to create a
cave in with an accurate snide remark, question or statement.

’ C) Bx =+ati4ng £9? time
Purpose: To train a PRO to maintain his confront and

' composure when given some SP sensational news by a reporter, of
which he has no prior knowledge.

i Method: The reporter asks the PRO for his comments on an
entheta situation involving a Scientologist.
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The PRO maintains his ethics presence and duplicates the
reporter's nasty angle to his satisfaction. Be then stalls for
time and gets the reporter to wait a few minutes or hours or so
(whatever is necessary) while he checks his facts. i

i The drill is passed when the PRO is confident that he
could not be taken off guard by a reporter by being presented by
an unknown situation.

d) EH Dandiing Ina rfiggrter in FYQDE Q‘ HQ“ jxovbaj

Karate)
Purpose: To train a PRO to handle the reporter in front

of him, with judgment in present time.
Method: The PRO and the reporter sit across a table

facing each other. The PRO is asking a miscellany of questions.
If it is a genuine question, he can answer it, if possible
tacking his message on to the reply. If the question puts the
least bit at effect, he takes this flow and turns it towards the
reporter with an even greater velocity. He does this either by
a snide remark, question or comment, or by physical overwhelm,
whichever seems the right action to establish ethics presence.

He should never allow himself to be put at effect, and
should not tolerate it even for an instant, but immediately
attack back.

The drill is passed when the PRO no longer uses a machine
it or method to handle the reporter — but he is totally there,

confident and handling.
Comment If your student experiences difficulty on these

Trs one of two things are out: a) Scientology TRs O — IV are
not flat or b) he slipped through a previous Reporter TR
without a weakness or button on him being found and flattened.

History These drills have been evolved by PRO WW to train
anyone on a gradient scale to handle any situation a reporter
could pose. They are based on the HCOP/L 3.2.69 Public Image
which states "Don't defend Scn, attack bad conditions and bad
hats!"

by Sheila Gaiman
PRAWW
Prom the hat write up of
David Gaiman
PR Chief WW
Reissued as BTB by
Flag Mission 1234 I/C
CPO Andrea Lewis
for the
BOARDS O? DIRECTORS OF THE
CHURCHES OF SCIENTOLOGY

Copyright 1969, 19:5
by L. Ron Hubbard
ALL_RIGHTS RESERVED
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‘TB

Once the normal reporter TR's had been completed
Rod & I worked on new drill - Handling the
Situation. (This is now done before Sc)

In this we sat opposite each other as before, but
the drill was to handle the 'situation'. This was
basically a bad scene, in which something unpleasant
and catastrophic had happened._ Normally it was the
Sort of thing that one would wish to keep out of the
papers.

Examples — all big, dramatic events, reeking of
entheta, and all bad news:-

a) You are told a yacht called Apollo, registered
in the name of LRH has blown up and sunk l0 miles off
Gibraltar.

b) You are told the OBS WW & the LRH Comm WW have
been stopped at London Airport with L.50,000 in cash
& 2 lbs of heroin on them, trying to leave the U.K.

c) You are told that Quentin & Diana B. have been
kidnapped by the Mafia in Los Angeles.

d) You are told that the chief witness in the
Manson trial, Mrs. L.K. has arrived in London,
claiming to be LRH's illegitimate daughter.

e) You are told a doctor in Northern England has
been critised by a coroner at an inquest for his use
of Dianetics on his patients, one of whom died.

f) You are told that a senior member of the Gdn.
Office WW is in the offices of the News of the World
at ll a.m. one Saturday morning, dictating a series
of six weekly articles on the ‘real lowdown of life
in the Gdn. office‘.

Now the aim of the drill is to terminatedly handle
the situation: in other words keep us out of the
Press, keep the journalists quiet, extract us from
the situation with honor — kill the story.

We did the drill by giving each other the
situation, a couple of minutes to think about it, and
then handle.
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Inmpl IB|q _

TB 3 Tnt_

Purpose: To teach a Student Int Officer to get the
answer to a question without startling a target. To
teach him not to be startled by suspicion and Accusation.

Position: Student & Coach facing each other.

Commands: No fixed Commands. Use " Start", " Flunk " &
" That's it " as in other TR's.

! Training Stress:There are two parts to the drill.
()a The Coach assumes an identity such as Director of

a Drug Firm, or Psychiatrist, or PR Man. Coach also
picks a question that the student must get answered such
as " What is my address ", "What is my brother's name ",
" Have I ever had any connection to FDA". Coach gives
the student a couple of minutes to mock up a suitable
cover. Then the drill begins with the student being the
interviewer who must get the question answered. Plunks

A are given for being too pushy. Failing to let coach Itsa
(a silent int officer Invites Itsa), For making the Coach
Suspicious. Coach gets gradiently tougher & evasive.

(b) The coach picks an identity. The student picks a
, question as above. Plunks are given as in Part (a). If

the coach guesses which question the student is trying to
get answered ( coaches don't go looking for the question
but if it sticks out like a sore thumb then Flunk it.)
Coach is more evasive in this one & flunks are given for
creating suspicion. After the student does this well the
coach throws in accusative comments, such " Who are you
working for?" " You're a Scientologist" " What are you, a
Detective?". Flunks are given for failing to handle
& for becoming startled.

This drill is passed when the student can do part (b)
of this drill flawlessly.

‘PB '2 TRII B!jTiI,‘D.hI"l"T§('i -

Purpose: To teach a student Int Officer to improvise
and maintain cover when confronted with something
unexpected.

Position:Student and coach facing each other.
Commands:No fixed commands. Use "Start", "Flunk", and

"That's it" as in other TRs.
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The preceding were the "truth" policies originated by Hubbard directly under the control of
Hubbard's wife when she was overall head of all intelligence operations. In spite of Scientology's
endless disclaimers about “renegades out of control" and "this -was not church policy,“ Hubbard
personally trained his wife and designed the intelligence division of Scientology. At this point. the
statement of Judge Breckenridge on L. Ron Hubbard, in his 1984 ruling against the church. seems
particularly appropriate: .

"The evidence portrays a man who has been virtually a pathological liar
when it comes to his history, background and achievements."

27) ‘iii 0 ‘O; aulla am’; u yr 4-1: ' ‘lllib t 1
.:"|. an 01' 0 |. -.10 1'90 ‘nor: ' u -0‘ u tnrtttinr- nun‘ -11.‘
9 2 ‘II I’ I ll . ‘la!-.l'e 'e!'I-. ‘I-. 2 ._ll'4.I'.l Q’ aft} 2" el

L. Ron Hubbard's policies promote hate to Scientology members, to create a polarity and
dehumanization which will allow members to commit any illegal, uncivilized, and inhumane act
deemed expedient How Hubbard does this is described in his own policy directives. In HCO PL 5
October 1971 "Propaganda by Redefinition of Words”:

"A long tenn propaganda technique used by socialists (Communists and Nazis alike} is
of interest to PR practitioners. I know of no place it is mentioned in PR literature. But the
data had verbal circulation in intelligence circles and is in constant current use. The trick is
-- WORDS ARE REDEFINED TO MEAN SOMETHING ELSE TO THE ADVANTAGE
OF THE PROPAGANDIST. Many instances of planned and campaigned in order to obtain
a public opinion advantage for the group doing the propaganda. Given enough repetition of
the redefinition public opinion can be altered by altering the meaning of a word. The
technique is good or bad depending on the ultimate objective of the propagandist.
"Psychiau'y" and "psychiatrist" are easily redefined to mean "an antisocial enemy of the
people“. This takes the kill crazy psychiatrist off the preferred list of professions... The
redefinition of words is done be associating different emotions and symbols with the word
than were intended... Scientologist are redefining "doctor". "Psychiatry" and "psychology" to
mean "undesirable antisocial elements"... The way to redefine a word is to get the new
definition repeated as often as possible. Thus it is necessary to redefine medicine,
psychiatry and psychology downward and define Dianetics and Scientology upwards. This.-
so far as words are concemed, is the public opinion battle for belief in your definitions, and
not those of the opposition. A consistent, repeated effort is the key to any success with this
technique of propaganda. One must know how to do it." -- L. Ron Hubbard.
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Here is an example of Hubbard using the same techniques he ascribes to the Communists and
Nazis. In Hubbard's own words, from HCOB 24_April I969: t

"Lately public opinion has turned heavily against the
suppressive groups and the public discovery that illegal
seizure, torture and murder was hidden activity of

.political psychiatric groups..."

He takes an emotional generality and associates illegal killing, torture and seizure with
psychiatry. Very good. Hubbard gets an "A" in "Propaganda by Redeft'nt'tt'on of Words 101

C Many of Hubbard other writings do their best to associate the A.M.A. and psychiatry with
crime, Nazi concentration camps, the Communists -- almost anything which is despised.
Hubbard's policies actively promote fanatical hare in Scientology members toward whatever he
views as an enemy. .

Understanding this orchestrated promotion of hate, it becomes easier to understand the attitudes
They 81¢ fired UP bl’HUbb11Fd'5 Own

words, But why would Hubbard use such Black propaganda? In HCO PL ll May I971, talking
about Black PR, Hubbard states:

"Exploding it to the public ideally is an effort to
make the public a vigilante committee."
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GUARDIAN ORDER _

GO 82 29th June 1971
DGs
AGs
PRO Hat

For Public Advices

It is time we began to label Psychiatry for what it is, the
greatest failure of the Nineteenth Century. Every notorious
criminal and defector of the Twentieth Century was in
psychiatric hands before the crime. Burgess, MacLean, the Texas
Tower murderer, Manson and all the rest were psychiatric
failures first. Every infamous modern assassin was a
psychiatric failure. Psychiatric victims are endless trouble to
our society. We are tracing social turmoil, unrest, widespread
drug addiction to psychiatry.

We‘wish to issue a public warning that psychiatry kills. We
in Scientology stand ready to help anyone, and help Governments
rid themselves of psychiatric crime. There is urgency in this.
In too many cases we are asked to repair persons already maimed
beyond human tolerance by psychiatric interference and
brutality. We blame psychiatric failure for the state of modern
society. We will do all we can to help, but Nineteenth Century
Psychiatry must go. We have never had a failure or upset that
psychiatry had not first ruined.

L. RON HUBBARD
FOUNDER

LRH/PC
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28) Seuieauuand using "mitt! reform" arenas *.YllQS§_FQla1_lllJfllQSl?_iSJ.O__€1?f¢llLl._5.Ci¢fllD1Ql§.\l
and aggek their; enemies. The FBI discovered in intemal secret policy directives it seized from
Scientology headquaners that the preceding is the real purposeof these groups.

A partial list of front groups set up and directly or indirectly controlled by Scientology, and
which are involved in covenly or overtly attacking adversaries or defending Scientology. includes:

the Committee To Defend The First Amendment
the Hubbard Dianetics Foundation
the Citizens Commission On Human Rights
Narconon
the Committee On Public Health And Safety
the Task Force On Mental Retardation
the Gerus Society
the Dianetic Information Group
the Comminee To Re-involve Ex-offenders
the National Commission for Law Enforcement And Social Justice
the Foundation For The Communication of Culture lntemational
Doctors For Religious Liberty
Vanguard. April, (a pseudo anti cult organization)
Alliance To Protect Religious Liberty _
Committee For A Safe Environment
American Citizens For Honesty in Govemment
the Way to Happiness Foundation
the Whistle Blowers
HealthMed
Criminon
Applied Scholastics
Concemed Businessman's Association of America
Sterling Management

Some of these groups also function as front groups for covertly recruiting new members
gradually into Scientology.

Scientology's Front Groups play an important role Cult Propaganda. Scientology set up reform
groups shortly after Hubbard. in 1966. wrote:

"Churches are looked upon as reform groups. Therefore
we must act like a reform group."

Scientology and Dianetics are held in such disrepute that the press and public seldom believes
their propaganda releases. Indoctrinated members can be made to believe the propaganda. but in
public Scientology must use front groups to defend it, speak for it. and attack its enemies. Intemal
confidential documents seized by the F.B.I. show that social reform activities were designed
primarily to attack critics publicly from the safe and respectable position of a humane social
reform group. An example of Hubbard's thinking on this maner is policy directive HCO PL 12
January I973 "The Safe Point":
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"...Rule l...Get in a safe place and speak up. It is
necessary of course to have a safe place to get into,
from which one can in safely speak up. One cannot defend
himself in a point that has no defenses...Thus the Safe
Point takes consideration over Active Defense...a special
unit must be set up and run at full steam to make a safe

‘ point and gain viable PR Area Control over all publics in
the area. .
QQ 5Q Fa: as IQ Cnaate jn the azga Qf HbQ!e Q55: amd

future track Pg? the 59343133 bejng estabttsbfid T+ can
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The Scientology front social refonn groups fulfill Hubbard's directives to a Very few
people will attack a social reform group, so Scientology now has its "Safe Point" from which these
groups can get its propaganda messages across. The social reform groups do perform social good.
If they didn't, they would be useless to Hubbard and easily seen through. In my ll years in the
organization I've noted common denominators to all the good works or public investigations and
exposes these front groups perform.

1) The groups become covert recruiting bureaus for Scientology
2) These groups, when exposed, try to lend humanitarian or religious credibility to

Scientology. After ll years inside, my opinion is that Scientology's religious image is a carefully
created image and illusion to protect their tax-free profits. The social reform groups that openly
acknowledge their connection to Scientology are mainly for this purpose.

3) Exposes by these social reform groups are directed at groups, organizations or individuals
that are critical, threatening, or hostile to Hubbard or Scientology.

4) Programs and orders for front group activities come from the intelligence section of
Scientology. The top executive posts inthe reform groups are guided by paid "church" intelligence
staff. They try very hard to conceal these connections.

5.) Any good works done are to make Scientology or Hubbard personally seem "old.
'55‘abh5h°d~ stable, reliable, expert. and productive."

As "Safe Point" front groups are made known for what they are, new ones will be set up by
Scientology to fulfill the vitally needed "Safe Point" function. If the I.R.S. were to dig through the
payroll records of these front groups, they might find Scientology again violating its tax free status
by engaging in political activities.
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intimidauen intclliacn_ra:_stmtegx- t  

"Bowles and Moxon was formed in I987 with two lawyers. Moxon, (fee $220 per hour.) and
name partner Timothy Bowles. opened an office later that year in the church‘s Hollywood
headquaners complex. Today seven of the firms lawyers are Scientologists including all four
partners.

Moxon for example has a long history with the church. In the late 1970's he sewed a stint as
the District of Columbia Assistant Guardian for the Legal Bureau" working in the very office
where massive coven operations against the govemment were being run at the time. according to a
stipulation of evidence that was agreed to by all parties in the I979 federal criminal case against
nine of the church leaders. "It‘s true that I was there doing legal work as a paralegal," says Moxon
42... but he denies criminal operations being run out of the office: "I wasn't aware of it."

For a better understanding of Mr. Moxon's last statement recall the training materials for
Guardian Office staff, which he has been trained on. especially the training policy called TRL.
Training Routine Lying.

30-).De1ibcratelxmmififl e£e¢?'.Dnvate_investigflt9rs.
Scientology has a policy that states that people and organizations recruit in their own image. This
can be seen in Scientology’s selection of private investigation finns.

The crown jewel in Scientology's oven intelligence. and the individual who best reflects the
recnridng in your own image principle. is Eugene Ingram. a LA private investigator who
Scientology is purportedly paying $700,000-49a year. According to the LA Titties, Eugene was a
LA police Sergeant until he was dismissed for tipping off drug dealers of upcoming raids and
running a house of prostitution. Fellow officers who worked with him describe him as someone
who will do anything for money.

Eugene Ingram and the other bottom-of-the-barrel dismissee police detectives and govemment
agency people Scientology now recruits to do its oven dirty work, reflect the tnre nature of the
organization-» an organization that has no intention to refomi its ways. If it was sincere about
sending the world a signal it really had reformed. it eenainly would have Mr. Ingram being paid
through their law firms. Would it have its in-house law firm run by a trained Guardian Office
member who has signed on for the duration and was operating out of the center where the
infiltration of the U.S. government was being coordinated?

Past private investigators who no longer work for Scientology have said they were told to “try

 

48Scientology‘s total annual legal fee estimate is currently $20 million a year,
Time Magazine.

49in April of 1993 Scientology's $700,000 wunderkind. (Ingram.) came to
serve Wollersheim with a new harassment suit At this time. after a I0-day stake
out. he tried to set up a scenario of what would appear to be Wollersheim trying
to run him down while the local police were supposed to be watching. Not only
did he fail, but he wound up losing his intemal operation papers showing that he
had illegally accessed Wollersheim's private mail box and was monitoring his
mail. as well as other incriminating actions.
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to find din" In a recent American Lawyer article one investigator said. "[Scientologists are]
terribly vindictive and can cause you [any] amount of trouble." S

The private investigators Scientology recruits reflect their real intentions and the real secret
Scientology. Scientology deliberately hires and maintains bottom-of-the-barrel “do anything"
private investigators. in conjunction with and through their law firms. so that any information they
gather is protected by the attomey-client work product. This ostensible separation shields them
from unethical activities by an ann‘s length of pausable deniability: "This investigator was
overzealous and we certainly didn't order them to do that."

These are not the kind of signals that show the world that Scientology has cleaned house or
mended its ways. But it does wonderfully highlight the real nature of Scientology and the old
business-as-usual story.

One might wonder why Scientology would so obviously further jeopardize rebuilding its no-
reputation by using such individuals in key roles of public exposure when at the same time they are
spending tens of millions of dollars on PR and Propaganda campaigns to sell the story "we have
really changed." There must be some very irnponant reason for taking such a risk

Well. there is. They are afraid of their own former members speaking out en rnasse. These
highly visible henchmen serve to scare thosewho have been on the inside of Scientology and know
what those people are like. Those who leave have long since leamed to keep their mouths shut.
They know who these people are. and that the intelligence and harassment machine is still there!

31) PQ§s,iblv Qgying_poli_tie_al irtfluence. Has Scientology decided to take some of the hundreds
of millions of dollars a year it makes while avoiding taxes that other for-profit organization have to
pay, and stan using it to buy political influence. You be the judge.

"Lubell is just one of a stable of reputable lawyers the church has hired over the last
decade, who range from Yingling to criminal tax expen Gerald Feffer50 of D.C's 133
lawyer Williams and Connolly (Yingling's husband) to the church's general counsel
William Drescher. (paid $540,000 a year by Scientology.) a former partner of LA‘s now
defunct Wyman., Bautzer, Kuchel and Silben.

"The Internal Revenue Service has been trying to bring Scientology to justice, so far.
to little avail. Scientology claims the IRS has a bias against it and is out to get the
church even though its taxes are aboveboard. I*m sure the IRS does have a bias against
Scientology just as it had a legitimate bias against Al Capone....

5OFeffer was a former deputy assistant attomey general in the tax depanment
of the Justice Department. Feffer, as a new member of Scientology‘ s legal team
(fee S350 per hour). in November 1986 somehow quickly disposed of a nascent
criminal tax investigation into Scientology at the Justice Department Tax division.
The question remains. "Did Scientology buy influence and "old buddy you owe me
one" network credibility to avoid justice‘? Is this the type of sinration Clinton
called the revolving door of government jobs to private sector jobs‘? Review of
this whole transaction should be considered at the Justice Department by the
seniors of the individuals who cut the deal with Feffer.
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An October 1990 news release from the church [of Scientology], said Senator John
McCain and Reps. Jon Kyl, John Rhodes. Bob Stump and then Rep. Monis Udall had
written to the IRS asking it to explain why it was targeting Scientologists. I find it hard
to believe these guys didn't have a clue. Then again God hasn't blessed us with the
brightest politicians."

-- from the Arizona Repubiic June 29, 1991.
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